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Letter from the Editors
Greetings Readers!
We hope that Issue 31 of The Abolitionist finds you in strong and irrepressible
spirits.
Last September marked the twenty-year anniversary of the first “Critical Resistance:
Beyond the Prison Industrial Complex” conference, which ignited the contemporary
abolitionist movement and gave birth to Critical Resistance as an organization. Upon
reaching this milestone, we have spent a great deal of time reflecting on the years
of struggle, losses, victories, and lessons learned in the
fight against the prison industrial complex (PIC). We are
humbled by how far the movement for PIC abolition has
come, and are inspired by where its headed. Importantly,
we wanted to share these thoughts and reflections with
our readers behind prison walls, in this special issue, “20
Years of Strategy and Struggle for Abolition.”

Looking Back, Looking
Forward: Some Notes on the
Struggle Against the Prison
Industrial Complex
By Isaac Ontiveros

n the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the Critical
O
Resistance Beyond the Prison Industrial Complex conference in 1998, the editors of The Abolitionist asked me to

reflect on how both the prison industrial complex and the
movement to abolish it have developed over the past two
decades. From there, they asked me to draw out some lessons that could be useful to the struggle moving forward. A
comprehensive overview of how the forces that make up the
prison industrial complex have grown over the past couple
decades is a tall order. Similarly, giving sound study to the
different organizations, alliances, and campaigns that have
put up the good fight against these forces—let alone even a
cursory mapping of the economic, social, and environmental developments that make up the broader political landscape—would leave out too much. Luckily, in taking up the
essential work of interpreting and changing the world we
live in, organizations on the frontlines, scholar activists, and
organic intellectuals on both sides of the walls have provided a deep well of analysis, theoretical work, and political practice to draw from. In the pages of this very issue of
The Abolitionist, we have much to dig into—from analysis
of solitary confinement and prisoner organizing against
it; to community victories against anti-gang policing; to
the ecological degradation of prisons and the powerful
alliances forged by environmentalists, workers, and antiprison activist to halt the construction of new cages; to
the intersections of gender violence, gender liberation
struggle, and the PIC. All of this rich analysis will hopefully give us useful things to grapple with, think about,
and learn from as we move our movements forward. In
reflecting back on the past two decades, three relatively
simple thoughts come to mind. They run the risk of overstating the obvious, but then again, in these dark times,
clear and obvious things might be useful.

We know very well that while the PIC plays a fundamental
role in caging and controlling our communities, it is also
very good at shifting shape and changing appearance. It is
a deceptive enemy, a system of violence whose legitimacy is utterly normalized beyond belief. And in a period of
intensifying protest and mobilization against state terror
and violence, it is easy to get caught up in fighting against
an image of the past. The goal of this reflection is therefore
not to intended to be a celebration as much as an occasion
to reassess the terrain of struggle and gear up for the long
road ahead.

One thing is for certain. At time of our 1998 conference,
the words “prison industrial complex” and “abolition”
were not commonplace at all. Today they have become
common vocabulary for practically everyone involved
in struggles for racial, gender, and economic justice. To
claim the identity of an abolitionist working to eliminate imprisonment, policing,
and criminalization back then was a phenomenon commonly ostracized for being
“unrealistic.” Yet today, many wear the abolitionist label with pride and conviction,
with calls for the abolition of repressive state structures having even entered into
the language of the political mainstream.
Pieces like “Fighting Toxic Prisons” and “Gender Violence and the Prison Industrial
Complex” look into how abolitionists made common cause with other movements,
and made connections between different sectors. We also look at the impact of
Critical Resistance’s conferences over the years in the spreading of popular notions
of abolitionist theory and practice in “CR Conferences” and “CR South.”
As with all birthdays, last winter we celebrated reaching our twenty-year mark
through a 700 person event featuring a conversation between the incomparable
Angela Davis, Linda Evans (former political prisoner, founder of All Of Us Or None),
Mary Hooks (co-Director of Southerners On New Ground), and Kamau Walton
(Critical Resistance member in Oakland, CA). In this issue, we share a transcript
of their conversation looking back at where our movement has been and where it
might possibly go.
We encourage readers to send us their reflections—both in response to the contents
of Issue 31 but also on the history and future of PIC abolition. We hope to hear from
you, and hope that you enjoy this issue of The Abolitionist.

Forward Ever,
The Abolitionist Editorial Collective

Jose Villarres

In reflecting over the years, we ask: How has the nature of
the system we fight changed over the years? Has the PIC
weakened, or has it grown stronger? If things are indeed
different now than when our organization first began
pushing for abolition, how should we adapt and change
how we organize against it? These are some of the essential questions that we dig into throughout Issue 31.

1. We win when our organizations, coalitions, and movements are propelled by thoughtful strategy, liberatory vision,
and leadership from frontline communities.
n the US, deep, broad, intentional, well-plan organizing against different parts of the
Ispending.
PIC, across different geographies has had incredible impacts: Massive cuts to prison
Wins against anti-gang and militarized policing. Reparations for police torture.
Prison closures. Reduced prison populations. Overturning disenfranchisement and job
discrimination against formerly imprisoned people. Wins for better prison conditions
and health services by imprisoned women and trans people. Massive blows against solitary confinement. Strikes in migrant detention facilities. Strikes everywhere. Freedom
for the Angola Three, Marilyn Buck, Oscar Lopez Rivera, Herman Bell, Debbie Africa,
Seth Hayes and other political prisoners. The development of political theory, art, and
culture by imprisoned people and those in their home communities. International solidarity mobilized across razor wire, walls, cultural and linguistic differences. New leaders. New ideas. New organizations. New coalitions. New intersections. And countless moments of friendship, love, support, mutual aid, and camaraderie. To name a paltry few.

Impactful organizing against the PIC reminds us that gains, victories, changes, and transformations don’t fall from the sky. People’s lives and conditions change for the better
when organizations and communities work together to develop a tangible plan to use
what they have to get what they need. A strategy. Strategy is more effective when it takes
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into account a clear-eyed assessment of the time, place,
and conditions people are struggling in—along with an
equally clear-eyed assessment of both the movement’s
and the adversary’s strengths and weaknesses. Commonsense, winnable, and inspiring demands connected to a
longer-term vision gives the strategy voice and direction.
Activating and incorporating the people who have lived
through the most and have the most to gain gives the
plan agency. This also takes recognizing and nurturing
leadership, along with drawing outward for support and
forging alliances across different issues and communities. Coalition is key. Forging unlikely alliances with unlikely allies is hard but necessary in striking a productive
balance among the different politics of the broadest possible coalition. And of course, action is also key. Action—
using a diversity of tactics on a diverse terrain of struggle, from the streets to the courts to the mainline to the
legislative office—is the plan come to life. Regrouping,
re-strategizing, redeploying, gaining enough confidence
and resolve to negotiate and compromise, measuring
immediate gains alongside longer-term goals, learning
from mistakes, claiming victories when they come, getting back up when they don’t, and drawing up strength,
creativity, and hope for the inevitable fights ahead is the
life cycle of strategy and struggle.

2. The PIC changes.
want to push us to remember that the PIC is a constelIparticular
lation of forces that change and grow over time within
conditions, in response to particular challeng-

es from popular forces and contradictions among different parts of the state. Thinking of the PIC as some sort of
fixed institution or monolith can distort the shape, size,
scope, and possibility of things. This is usually bad news
for effective organizing and can draw people needlessly
into tight corners. The PIC is not an office or a place. It is
definitely not reducible to a for-profit prison regime or a
simple contradiction in the 13th Amendment. The prison
industrial complex is a concept that helps us understand
dynamics in motion. Over the past several decades thinkers and organizers have asked: Why and how has policing, surveillance, the courts, detention, imprisonment,
parole, etc. changed over time? Where and how do these
different elements intersect? Where are these intersections strong? Where are they weak? It will be useful to
continue to ask and answer these questions, along with
many others, when we think about the PIC.
Amid the current conditions that give rise to the PIC—
and what the PIC bolsters—neoliberal politics are still
dominant. Where the forced scarcity that neoliberalism
compels continues to be pervasive—where the most basic social programs, services, safety-nets are attacked
or abandoned—imprisonment, policing, and draconian
sentencing and probation/parole will thrive. The amping
up of far-right authoritarianism in this political moment
is a grave challenge. State repression has always been an
essential ingredient to fascistic politics. To the same extent that the PIC emerged decades ago as a reaction to the
gains of the civil rights movement, Black and third-world
liberation struggles, and left politics more generally, we
should be concerned today with the right’s mobilization
against contemporary progressive and radical struggles.
As has been the case historically, changes in imprisonment, policing, etc. will be more or less interrelated with
the political assault on people’s rights to health, education, work, housing, safe environment, democratic process, etc. Peoples’ struggles to defend or expand basic
human, civil, political and environmental rights—as well
as more revolutionary advances—are also always at the
intersection of how the PIC emerges, responds, or contracts. I wonder how continued far-right initiative will
affect the more reform-responsive elements of the PIC
(“green” prisons and jails, “gender-responsive” confinement, mental health responder-training for cops, bipartisan sentencing reforms, etc.) in the days to come.
War should also be on our minds when we think of the
past, present, and future of the PIC. The prison industrial
complex emerged in relationship with US war-making
globally. In the 1960s and 70s, the putting down of urban rebellions was related to war against the Vietnamese
people’s (and others’) national liberation struggle. An

intensity in suppressive policing strategies during the
1980s and into the 90s was related to the military logic,
strategy, and counterinsurgency practice of the wars
against Central America. Today, the endless “war on
terror” is nearly 20-years old—bursting forward developments in surveillance, policing, and detention strategy and technology used domestically and globally. This
cycle of militarism and intervention and insurgency will
certainly continue to inform policing and containment
strategy in the US—and will be compounded by the toxic
mix of climate disaster, displacement, and anti-migrant
xenophobia. How might the development of various aspects of the PIC change if a renewed, internationalist
anti-war movement emerges?

3. Anti-PIC and abolitionist organizations, movements, and politics need
to grow and change.
he development and deployment of abolitionist poliT
tics has been a vital part the struggle against the PIC
in the past decades. PIC abolitionist politics at their best

have given radical energy to organizations, coalitions,
and campaigns. Certainly not unrelated to the abolitionism of enslaved people and their allies in the period of
formal slavery (thinking at least of the period between
the Haitian Revolution to the US Civil War), abolitionists
have proposed that at the core of social struggle against
oppressive, racialized, institutionalized violence, there
exists a possibility for broader horizons. Abolitionists
have asked: During fights at various scales, can the creativity, energy, and endurance that goes into resisting
the violence of the PIC also go into imagining and constructing its transformation? Can what is being resisted
be dismantled? Can what is being dismantled be replaced? Can we begin to build the new in the shell of the
old? Can this inform how we fight, where we fight, and
who leads our struggles? These are of course the questions of all revolutionary projects.
For abolitionists, I think these queries need to be rearticulated and refined amid our particular political conditions. I think it could be an exciting task for abolitionists
to put the question of political power more squarely on
the table. While calls for “community-based” solutions
or “community self-determination” have been strong
rallying cries for historically oppressed, marginalized,
and dispossessed peoples, it continues to be important
to think about what structures and mechanisms will institutionalize and protect those community-solutions
and self-determination. And at what scale? The far-right
has captured state power and has used it to gain massive deregulation, gentrification, plunder of natural resources, the disempowerment of workers, the rolling
back of the gains of the civil rights movement, etc. The
use of policing, surveillance, the courts, imprisonment
are useful in enforcing and managing these imposed inequalities. Struggles against the PIC need to be increasingly connected to anti-displacement, environmental
justice, labor, migrant justice, and anti-war struggles.
And vice versa.
As the far right mobilizes, so should a stronger left. It
is less and less hyperbolic to declare that the future of
human (and other) life on the planet depends on it. I
think Abolitionists could do well to wade into the fray
of broader left politics, using an abolitionist perspective not as a measure of what is abolitionist or not, but
as powerful political theory in service to the broadest
possible front. Abolitionist politics can use its gains to
act as solid (enough) grounding from which to engage related questions of anti-capitalism, democracy, and power. Abolitionists need to ally with and take up struggles
alongside people who aren’t abolitionists. The terrain of
these struggles needs to be wider and include state arenas at local, regional, and national levels. Those who are
able to move or participate more freely in a wider variety
of political processes (probably including the absolutely
corrupt and bankrupt electoral system) need to coordinate with those who’ve been iced out.
Again, to overstate the obvious, studying and learning
from tried and true methods of building movement are as
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critical as ever. As is understanding our adversaries and
the landscape on which we operate, along with examining
and regenerating our political ideas. Abolition can’t only
be about the finite ending-of-things, and the terrain of
freedom cannot exist exclusively on small scales. Again,
I want to propose that we consider how abolition can be
understood as involving a capture, redistribution, and
transformation of political power—and the vibrancy and
creativity that comes from the “struggle against” to be in
an ever-growing feedback loop with the “struggle for”. In
dark times, a wider horizon might give greater prospects
for a brighter day.
Isaac Ontiveros was a member of Critical Resistance
from 2006 to 2017. Since then, he has worked in organized labor and for the Center for Political Education.
Isaac lives in Oakland, CA

Abolition in
Action
The Abolitionist has launched new section in each
paper dedicated to reporting on and lifting up
instances of “abolition in action.” In this section,
we will have short reports on recent actions that
are working toward the abolition of the prison
industrial complex. Submissions to the Abolition in
Action section may include, campaigns, protests,
work strikes, direct actions, civil disobedience,
hunger strikes, lawsuits, etc. In general, we will
not consider actions that are related to individual’s
cases and will prioritize collective action. See the
Abolition in Action section on 12.

•

Who, What, When, Where and How.

•

A short explanation of how this action is working
toward the abolition of the prison industrial
complex.

gloria galvez

Submissions should include:

Send submissions to Abolition in Action:
The Abolitionist Paper
Attn: Abolition in Action
1904 Franklin #504
Oakland, CA 94612
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Fighting Toxic Prisons:
Restoring Land and Lives

Kites to
the Editor

An interview with Craig Gilmore, Emily Posner, Sylvia
Ryerson, Judah Schept and Panagioti Tsolkas

CR members protest a proposed new jail in San Mateo County, CA, 2013

n 1999, Critical Resistance entered the campaign to
fight the Delano II prison in California’s Central Valley.
IThis
was the first time that organizers for abolition and
organizers in the environmental movement came together. That campaign built a legacy of connecting damage to the environment to the fight against prison and
jail building projects around the country. We wanted to
reflect on this fight as the inspiration for current campaigns and to hear how these strategies and tactics have
moved towards a focus on Environmental Justice as a
framework. We also wanted to hear how the current fight
against United States Penitentiary (USP) Letcher, a federal maximum-security prison slated for construction in
Eastern Kentucky, is playing out on the ground. We
print this article knowing that perhaps some of our most
pitched battles in the arena of Environmental Justice are
yet to come given the already serious impacts of climate
change on poor communities and communities of color.
We know that the state’s likely (and current response)
will be abandonment and repression.

Critical Resistance (CR): I wanted to get a little bit of
framing based on the history of environmental justice
and abolition paying specific attention to the Delano
II campaign. How did those early campaigns lay the
ground-work for current or future strategy in fighting
prison siting?
Craig Gilmore (CG): In January 1999, CR had just finished its first conference and was looking for a campaign. The newly elected governor of California announced a new 5000 bed prison to be built in Delano. We
knew from Ruthie Gilmore’s work that towns had been
lobbying to get prisons based on the expected economic
benefit the town would receive from a payroll, of at that
point, $70 to $80 million dollars a year. We also knew
that these supposed economic benefits were not a reality. The towns basically were competing for these huge
projects that in fact were going to hurt them not help
them. But we weren’t sure quite what to do with that information. Having birthday dinner one night in Berkeley
with a couple of endangered species lawyers, they mentioned that the Delano II was going to have to go through
a California Environmental Quality Act Review which
would be an opportunity for everyone in the area that the
prison was going to be built to learn about the negative
impacts the prison would have, to comment on them and
object if they wanted to. So, around the same time, we in
the California Prison Moratorium Project had come up
with this kind of odd working plan. It was based on the
following (this is 1998 so you will have to excuse the simplistic analysis). Prisons disempower and impoverish
poor people to the extent that those people barely have
the capacity to fight back against further incarceration.
There was, as far as we were concerned, a vicious cycle.
As far as the prisons were concerned, there was a very
healthy cycle in which they arrested people, incarcerated people, made them poorer, made them less politically
powerful and made them more vulnerable to being further arrested and incarcerated. So we saw the revolving
door of the prisons and the ever increasing growth of the
prisons not as an accidental fault or collateral damage.
Basically, we let our racial paranoia run wild and we saw
this as part of an intentional plan. So, we thought, we have
to intervene some way to stop the prisons from expanding to give people who are being arrested enough space
to organize themselves to fight back more effectively. We
started with the premise that prisons hurt almost everyone and if we could figure out how they are being hurt,
we can bring them into a coalition. We approached this
with the knowledge that most of these people are not suddenly racial justice warriors; they were fighting for their
own self-interests. Those two things come together in
the environmental review. So, we ran around and talked
to people in existing prison towns and asked them what
happened after the prison was built. We found that there
were rises in domestic violence. We found that there
were more kids expelled from school. We found out that
there were all these things that we did not really associate with prisons. So, we could then go to Delano and say
to the parent-teacher association “The prisons is going
to screw up your schools”. We could go to the chamber
of commerce and say, “The prison is going to hurt local
businesses”. And again, none of these people signed on
to a campaign against prisons because they believed the
same sorts of things politically that we did. They were
signing on for different reasons, but we could get them to
come to these environmental quality public meetings to
talk about their concerns about these issues that we had
first told them about. Then it was a question of how do we
organize people locally in the South San Joaquin Valley,
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Send us your reflections!

which is where Delano is and where a lot of other prisons
were sited in the 1980s and early 1990s. And the answer
was the Environmental Justice Movement. We had talked to the endangered species people who kind of put us
on this road. We found people who were in prison towns
or towns with similar characteristics who had been fighting against toxic waste dumps. They had been fighting
against polluted groundwater because of agricultural
run-off. They had been fighting against pesticide drift
and they had been doing so with some success. So the
Delano II campaign involved a traditional environmental
quality review that was not necessarily Environmental
Justice focused, but we brought an Environmental
Justice focus to it and tried to use it as a way to educate
and mobilize people locally in Delano to get the city to oppose the prison. So, that is in broad strokes (and a failing
20-year-old memory) how that campaign happened.

The Abolitionist is looking for Kites to the Editor
that we will publish in each issue.
These are short notes expressing our readers’ direct
responses to articles and art in previous issues of
the paper. We are looking for opinions, reactions,
disagreements, contributions, or general thoughts
on our content.
Some approaches writing a Kite to the Editors:
•

Elaborate on something that you agreed with
and explain why you agreed with it.

•

Elaborate on something that you disagreed with
in an article and explain why you disagreed with
it.

CR: Thanks Craig. I want to hear more about what is happening right now with a new federal prison in Eastern
Kentucky. What narrative is the state using to justify the
building of this prison? What does the resistance look
like and what strategies are being used?

•

Relate an article to other things you have read,
watched, heard or experienced.

Sylvia Ryerson (SR): I can start with some context and
then pass it off for the latest legal strategy. Two things
have emerged in terms of mass incarceration in Eastern
Kentucky and Central Appalachia. Over the past quartercentury the region has become one of the most concentrated areas of rural prison expansion in the nation. If
USP Letcher is constructed, it will become the sixth
federal prison built in the region since 1992, in addition
to new state and private prisons. In terms of the narrative being used; it’s always been promoted as job creation. The regional coal industry has been in continued
decline since the 1990s, which really reached a tipping
point around 2010, with huge layoffs and a collapse of the
industry as a regional employer. For over a century, coal
dominated the local economy, creating a mono-economy of extraction. As coal disappears, prison building
has been promoted by state officials as a new “economic
engine” that can “fuel” the economy. Many of these new
prisons are located on formerly mined land—sites of toxicity, extraction and abandonment. It’s very much a narrative that as coal collapses, this is something new that
can fill its place.
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At the same time, there is a long history of resistance
to prison building in the coalfields, in which Critical
Resistance has played a pivotal role. The very county in
which USP Letcher is now sited for construction is home
to Appalshop, a documentary arts and education center
with a long history of social justice work. There has been
an alliance between Appalshop and Critical Resistance
that goes back to the 1990s, when Amelia Kirby and Nick
Szuberla produced a film called “Up the Ridge” about
the construction of a Supermax prison in Southwest
Virginia. Appalshop worked with Critical Resistance
on distribution of that film and campaigns around it,
and that film led to the “Calls from Home” radio show
on Appalshop’s community station WMMT-FM. “Calls
from Home” is a weekly program that broadcasts messages from family members to their loved ones incarcerated in Central Appalachia, and CR has long been
a supporter of the show. So I think that to me there is a
really special relationship between Critical Resistance
and Appalshop, that has supported rural/urban coalition
building against prison expansion for a long time. In
many ways this history provided a foundation for the
most recent multi-sited organizing against USP Letcher.
CR: Thank you Sylvia for that. It would be great to hear
about some of the strategies and tactics you are using to
fight Letcher.
Emily Posner (EP): I am happy to talk a little bit about the
prison litigation which is happening in solidarity with the
grassroots organizing that is going on locally. Twentyone federal prisoners filed federal litigation in early
November in Washington, DC to challenge the legality
of the environmental impact statement that was issued.
The statement needs to be issued in order for Congress
to move forward with beginning the project. We brought
several claims. One of the most important legal claims
in my mind is that the inmates never received notice of
this process. We in the free world were able to access the
entire environmental impact statement on-line or go to
by going to public libraries. However, those who are incarcerated, correctional officers and families of the correctional officers were not able to read this statement or
participate in the democratic process of offering comment about if this project should move forward. Isolating
and marginalizing incarcerated people in this manner is
something that undermines our democracy.
Judah Schept (JS): I want to just add an addendum to
Sylvia’s comments to the official narrative from the
state around the Letcher County prison. Many of the
comments that people submitted to the environmental
impact study expressed opposition or hesitancy to the
prison, but many are also in favor. In reading through
the ones that are in favor, you clearly see precisely what
Sylvia is suggesting in terms of an explicit narrative of
rural economic development—particularly of job creation. But there is this other component to it, which is
actually really interesting and which speaks a little bit to
the counter narrative that Craig was talking about with
the Delano campaign. The comments revealed that people are not just saying we need this prison because it’s
going to provide 350 new jobs, but also there is a belief
that this prison will make sure that we have more kids for
our schools and more patients for our healthcare clinics

Send submissions to the Kites to the Editor
section to:

and hospitals and other claims around infrastructure extension and development. The larger point that I am trying to make is that the narrative becomes not just about
rural economic development, but the prison as central to
the future of the community.
CR: That is really interesting and goes directly counter to
some things that Craig was saying regarding the effects
or collateral damage, for instance an uptick in suspensions in schools or an uptick in health issues related to
the prison being there. It is interesting to me that there is
almost a 1 to 1 relationship between what is being touted
and what we know actually happens when prisons are sited in rural areas. To this end, I am interested in thinking
about framing prison building as a public health issue.
CR has had some success in framing policing as a public health issue and recently the American Public Health
Association (APHA) came out with a statement acknowledging that policing is a public health issue. I haven’t really seen that narrative arise around prison abolition or
fights against prisons. While they are not the same thing,
I am interested in thinking about how public health and
environmental justice are related on this front.
EP: The Abolitionist Law Center did raise this issue in regards to the hidden cost of prisons on public services, including mental health services, and an uptick in domestic violence that occurs when prisons are sited. There are
serious mental and emotional costs to those who work
in prisons and to the medical community that bears the
brunt of treatment. The Letcher facility is slated to be a
maximum security facility and the conditions of a maximum security facility are extremely intense. So if we are
talking about the greater public health impact we have to
talk about what that means for correctional officers and
their families. When we treat other human beings the
way that people are treated in maximum security facilities what are the hidden costs on our communities?
CR: That is a really good way to put it too “when we
treat other human beings the way that we treat people
in maximum security facilities.” While I think that we
need to think holistically, this could also be a slippery
slope. Often times the narrative that is used to talk about
the health effects on people who work in maximum security facilities or their families or guards and police officers more generally is about the danger of those professions. The people in our communities and the people
who are locked up are so dangerous that it creates a
health issue for cops or guards. This is a narrative that is
trumped up by the media in terms of who gets locked up
in max facilities falls into the realm of pitting different
classes of prisoners against each other or framing people
who are locked up as inhuman in some way.
EP: If the system is inhumane then everyone who is participating is going to have trauma from that experience.
In the same sense we should be talking about what are
the hidden costs on those individuals who are eventually released and who have experienced that inhumanity, that trauma. What are the hidden costs, what are
the public health costs, how is this a public health crisis
when people don’t have the support when they have experienced this trauma against their will?
Panagioti Tsolkas (PT): The stories people are telling
have been a big inspiration behind my organizing work
with the Campaign to Fight Toxic Prisons. We have been
working very closely with Emily and the Abolitionist Law
Center on the lawsuit that was filed two weeks ago. The
Letcher County fight is another example of resistance
to prison expansion built on the model of the Delano II
campaign. The named plaintiff in the Delano II lawsuit
was actually the Tipton kangaroo rat. The kangaroo rat
led the fight in a way and brought to the table environmentalists and others who had not engaged directly with
prison abolition or prisoner rights organizing. That was
a huge piece that we wanted to build on. We wanted to
open the door for environmental activists to engage; to
bring their skillset, their networks and their tools into
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CR HISTORY
TIMELINE

As part of the 20th anniversary celebration of Critical Resistance we would like to look back at some of the
milestones of the last two decades. These events highlight significant makers in the organization’s history
as well as particular moments in the development of the Prison Industrial Complex that impacted our work
in fighting it. As always, we also include times of resistance and victories along the way. Twenty years is a
sizeable chunk of history to fit in a small space on paper, so this timeline is in no way complete. Please feel
free to write us with your own contributions to this timeline.

Critical Resistance: Beyond the Prison Industrial Complex Conference and
CRNYC chapter with other organizations in the Community in Unity
1998
Strategy Session brings together 3,500 people and launches a movement to
2008
Coalition successfully prevents construction of the Oak Point Detention
abolish the Prison Industrial Complex
Center in the South Bronx.
Rampart/CRASH (Community Resources Against Street
Hoodlums) anti-gang unit in LA scandal. More than 70 police
1998-2000
officers in the CRASH unit were implicated in misconduct, making it one of the most
widespread cases of documented police misconduct in United States history.

Black Men United for Change, founded by former CR staffer Robert “Kool Black”
Horton, works in the St. Thomas housing complex in New Orleans. Murders drop from
31 to 0 in 1.5 years
WTO Protests in Seattle. Over 40,000 protestors take to the streets to
1999
criticize the World Trade Organization and global imperialism; the ensuing
police riot leads to several days of violence against protestors that is publicized around

CR10 conference, the culmination of nearly two years of organizing and our first
conference in five years, is held at Laney College in Oakland, CA, drawing 3000 people.
The Great Recession begins, significantly impacting people of color, low-income, and
poor people and further entrenching the PIC as a tool used by the state as a purported
solution to economic and social problems.
Oscar Grant killed by BART police officer Johannes Mehserle, leading
2009
to days-long uprisings in Oakland. Mehserle is convicted of involuntary
manslaughter in 2010, leading to more citywide street demonstration and uprisings.

the world.

faces a serious financial blow, forcing the organization to lay off staff for
2010CR
the first time and close regional offices.

CR enters the fight against the Delano II prison in California’s Central Valley. This was
the first time that anti-prison and environmental justice activists joined forces against
the PIC and the first time that public comment on an Environmental Justice Review
was used as an organizing tactic in fighting a prison siting.

The City of Oakland begins the implementation of gang injunctions with a temporary
injunction in North Oakland. CR and allies such as Xicana Moratorium Coalition, East
Side Arts Alliance, and Communities United for Restorative Youth Justice form the
Stop the Injunctions Coalition (STIC) to resist these measures.

Incite! Women of Color against Violence, a national activist organization
2000
of radical feminists of color advancing a movement to end violence against
women of color and our communities is born. CR and Incite! publish a joint statement

Arizona’s SB-1070 is passed. It is the first in a rash of draconian anti-immigrant laws
that task local police with immigration enforcement and formalize racial profiling by
police. In Alabama, this profiling is allowed even by school officials. The events lead to
the strengthening of Black/Brown coalitions against policing and racial profiling.

on gender violence and the PIC.

Secure Communities expands to over 1200 jurisdictions.
Congress adds 454 new offenses to the federal criminal
March
2011
It is a program of Homeland Security that uses
2000-2007
code, coinciding with a 32% increase in the number of
partnerships among federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies, including
people in federal prisons.

2001

CR East Northeastern Regional Conference held at Columbia University
in New York City drawing over 2000 people and focusing on making local
organizing against the PIC more effective.
CR core organizers and allies meet at Blue Mountain Retreat Center and officially
found CR as an organization.
Organizers lose their struggle against Proposition 21 in California; the “Juvenile Crime
Initiative” means more youth will be tried in adult court and sent to adult prisons. At
the same time, California passes Prop 36 which promotes treatment over prison.
The 9/11 attacks happen, irrevocably changing the face of the PIC and sparking the
institution of such legislation as the USA PATRIOT Act which expanded federal law
enforcement authority, especially around surveillance. Homeland security grants
programs funnel more money to local police departments. Terror enhancements are
used to trump up charges.

NYPD establishes Demographics Unit (later renamed Zone
2002-2014
Assessment Unit) to engage in a mass surveillance campaign
of Muslim communities in the New York area. This campaign lasts ten years, and

includes mapping neighborhoods with large Muslim communities, photo and video
surveillance, maintaining files on thousands of Muslim individuals in databases, and
embedding informants within Muslim Student Associations and mosques.

shared databases, to more effectively deport immigrants by giving ICE access to
fingerprints taken at local jails.

The Occupy Movement is launched in cities around the world to advance
2011
social and economic justice, new forms of democracy, and decrying
austerity measures globally. Occupy relied heavily on social media for coordination
and gave rise to the “We are the 99%” slogan. Occupy protest camps faced severe
police repression and forcible removal.

The largest gang injunction ever is issued by the LA County district attorney, covering
16 square miles of the San Gabriel Valley.
Global Commission on Drug Policy report released, alleging failure of the “war on
drugs.”
30,000 prisoners throughout the state of California go
2011
&
2015
on hunger strike to protest the conditions of solitary
confinement. The strike is organized by the Short Corridor Collective of Pelican Bay
State Prison and supported by the Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity Coalition on the
outside of which CR is a member organization. CR leads media and communications
for the coalition.

No New SF Jail coalition is formed in response to the city of San Francisco’s
2012
plan to build a new jail at 855 Bryant St, despite a dwindling jail population
in the city.

CR South Southern Regional Conference is held in New Orleans, LA
Portland chapter (CRPDX) is formed. CR NYC re-launched (the initial CR
2003
bringing together 1500 prisoners and former prisoners, family members,
2013CR
NYC chapter existed from 2002 to 2010).
teachers, activists, communities of faith and others to strategize resistance to the PIC
in the southern US.
The Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement is launched. BLM is an
2014
international movement against the systemic violence and racism against
CR cofounds Californians United for a Responsible Budget, a statewide coalition now
black communities, specifically resisting the violence of policing and surveillance
made up of 70 organizations, that works to reduce the number of people in prisons and
jails in California and shift state and local spending away from prisons and towards
human services.
The US imprisoned population tops 2 million for the first time.
No More Jails LA Coalition is started by CR and other organizers,
2004
successfully staving off new jail construction in LA County from its
founding to the present.

against the black community. The movement was launched in response to the
acquittal of George Zimmerman, a private security guard who killed black teenager
Trayvon Martin in Florida. BLM became internationally recognized for organizing
demonstrations in 2014 in Ferguson, MO following the police killing of Eric Garner and
in NYC following the police killing of Michael Brown. BLM has continued to organize
large demonstrations to decry police murders of black people including those of
Freddie Carlos Gray, Sandra Bland, Alton Sterling and Philando Castile.

The Ban the Box campaign is started by CR ally All of Us or None to stop the practice
of employers asking conviction history on job applications, effectively discriminating
against those with a criminal record. As of 2015, 100 cities and counties in 18 states had
Banned the Box.

stops the use of gang injunctions in Oakland, the first grassroots
2015STIC
victory of its kind in the US.
passes “Blue Lives Matter” legislation to include law enforcement
2016Louisiana
and first responders under its hate crime protections.

Hurricane Katrina hits New Orleans and thousands are left to drown,
2005
including those locked inside Orleans Parish Prison. The state response
to Katrina would become a significant example of a militarized response to national

The American Public Health Association (APHA) issues a policy statement identifying
law enforcement violence as a public health concern. The statement was made possible
in part by the support of CR Oakland.

disasters and five New Orleans police officers would eventually be convicted of
civil rights violations for the brutal murders of civilians attempting to escape the
devastation of the hurricane via the Danziger Bridge. Members of the former CRNOLA chapter launched a Katrina Amnesty campaign, challenging the imprisonment
and prosecution of people whose cases were impacted by Hurricane Katrina, and
the treatment of those imprisoned during and in the wake of the storm. Over 6,000
people were seriously endangered in Orleans Parish Prison (OPP) when Katrina hit and
flooding began, and hundreds more, arrested after the storm, were thrown into chaos.

Native-led demonstration at Standing Rock over the
2016-2017
construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline (DAPL) results in
deployment of private security, local law enforcement, and the National Guard. Police
use water cannons, rubber bullets, and tear gas to attack water protectors camped out
in subzero temperatures. Energy Transfer Partners, the corporation backing DAPL,
hires private security firm TigerSwan to digitally track activists and share information
with the FBI and local law enforcement.

Trump issues Muslim ban, leading to immigrants and travelers detained at
Los Angeles initiates Safer City Initiative, introduced by notorious former
2017
airports, quickly followed by widespread protests and blockades at airports
2006
Police Chief Bill Bratton, and begins flooding Skid Row with cops. The
across the country. Riot police are deployed at many airports.
initiative specifically targets homeless people and employs the “broken windows”
model of policing. The CRLA chapter and key allies such as LA Community Action
Network have continued to fight this initiative and to demand life affirming solutions
such as adequate housing and services for folks without housing, more public
restrooms and garbage disposal, as well as open access to public space.
CR begins A Plan for a Safer Oakland with All Of Us Or None. In our partnership, we
articulated demands for more and better re-entry services that welcome people
coming home from prison, we called on Oakland to invest in people instead of prisons
and policing and we stood up for the rights of Oakland’s youth.

CRNYC along with coalition allies win a victory against Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s proposed
family visiting restrictions for people locked up in New York State’s maximum security
prisons.
After over five years of organizing, CR along with allies including the Arab
2018
Resource and Organizing Center, Xicano Moratorium Coalition, BAYAN
USA and others in the Stop Urban Shield Coalition bring an end to Urban Shield, the
largest SWAT training and law enforcement weapons expo in the world.

Without holding a single public hearing, the California legislature passes
2007
what the New York Times called the largest prison construction plan in
history (AB900).

CR acquires a 9000 sq. ft. building for permanent use in Oakland, CA. CRPDX takes
over the lease of the former feminist and queer run bookstore “In Other Words” and
opens the “Dismantle, Change, Build Center.” Both buildings stand as vibrant and
accessible spaces for liberatory community organizing and abolitionist programming.

Transforming Justice: Ending the Criminalization and Imprisonment of Transgender
and Gender Non-Conforming People conference is held at City College of San
Francisco. The conference was the first national gathering of LGBTIQQ former
prisoners, activists, attorneys and community members to develop national priorities
towards ending the criminalization and imprisonment of transgender communities.

CR celebrates our 20th Anniversary with an event in Oakland, CA bringing together
700 people to hear Angela Davis in conversation with Kamau Walton of CR, former
political prisoner and member of All of Us or None Linda Evans and co-director of
Southerners on New Ground (SONG) Mary Hooks.

The US Social Forum is held in Atlanta, GA with an entire track dedicated to anti-PIC
organizing.
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A Look Back at Critical Resistance South

conference, “Why are so many people we love behind
bars?”

T

The conference featured about 100 workshops, caucuses, performances, films, exhibitions and informal discussions in two community centers, three neighborhood
churches, all three floors of the elementary school and
the adjacent Louis Armstrong Park.

by Kim Diehl

o understand the power and significance of Critical
Resistance South Conference and Strategy Session,
we begin with its ending—a funeral for the prison industrial complex in the form of a second line parade. Led by
a traditional brass band on a warm Sunday afternoon in
April, thousands of conference attendees and residents
of Tremé, the oldest Black neighborhood in the U.S. rejoiced, strutted, danced and swayed past Congo Square,
the only space where enslaved Africans were allowed to
congregate in the 18th and 19th centuries. The second
line slowly marched through the heart of New Orleans
declaring the end of mass incarceration, suppression,
and cages.

organized logistics, outreach, lead-up events, written
materials, a media strategy and a wide-ranging program.
“The biggest challenge was logistics to bring several
thousand people to New Orleans and have a good experience,” explained Melissa Burch. “We knew we had to do
it in a neighborhood, not at a hotel. But the deeper question was how do we build on a movement already there.”
To prioritize and centralize a conference for people most
impacted by the PIC meant it would be free and accessible. Therefore, it was a conference for the community.
Participants did not have to pay money to register, we offered free food and it was held in the neighborhood.
“We had to figure out how to get around what is typical about conferences in order to meet our values,” explained Tamika Middleton. “We were asking questions
like, ‘Can we leave flyers at the bail bond places? How do
we door knock in the projects if we’re not residents and
not catch a trespassing charge? How can we be in community spaces without police being our security?’ Doing
a conference and outreach meant overcoming challenges like these while figuring out how to talk about the
prison industrial complex without saying those words.”
Middleton added, “This language was not as prevalent as
it is now.”

Participants at the CR South regional conference, New Orleans, 2003.

The second line funeral for the PIC told the story of CR
South: a gathering by and for southerners who organize
through the lens of liberation from enslavement. For it is
only by living in the South and developing relationships
with southern people engaged in freedom struggles that
one can truly feel and understand the direct line between the plantation South and the contemporary South.
The site, like the planning of the event, was intentionally
chosen because of its historic significance as a community formed by formerly enslaved Africans. One of our
primary goals as a conference organizing committee was
to draw the line between Southern plantations and present day prisons. Parchment and Angola Prisons are two
of the more infamous plantations turned prisons. We
wanted to make it clear that the South’s system of enslavement and disposable labor is why the region leads
the nation for incarceration of youth and adults and
holds more people on death row than any other region
in the country.
Kung Li, a member of the Georgia-based work group recalled, “CR South invited us to create the story of criminal justice system from a southern perspective. That
story started at the end of the Civil War when in order to
maintain white supremacy and control over black labor
the white elites created convict leasing out of the loophole in the 13th Amendment.”
Because of this direct line between enslavement and incarceration, we were intentional about centering participation from black communities and rural communities.
“I’m from coal fields of Appalachia where prisons are
used as economic development,” said Amelia Kirby, a
member of the conference organizing committee. “The
coal industry had been in decline and people were being presented with prisons as a solution. Communities
were embracing a carceral mindset and wanted the jobs.
We were grappling about how to organize against prison
construction as the only future for job creation in rural
communities.”
It took a year and a half to create the regional organizing committee that would design the conference.
Community organizers from across the 12 states of the
South formed working groups (Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia) who did outreach and held workshops in their
communities to develop a shared language and political
consciousness about the prison industrial complex and
how it was impacting our communities. The work groups

A Statement from
CR Portland,
February 2019
C

RPDX was formed in August 2013 when a group of folks
who were part of Decolonize PDX (which grew out of the
iteration of the Occupy Movement in Portland) learned about
the opportunity to start a chapter of Critical Resistance. The
first meeting of the potential chapter was August 25, 2013,
and the group became formally approved as a CR chapter in
November of that year.
Cory L. has been a part of CRPDX since the first year and has
held down much of the chapter’s work throughout the years
and through fluctuating membership. We currently have 6
core members and the CRPDX chapter is currently majority
queer-identified. In part because of the history of Oregon
and the particular climate of white supremacy and white
co-optation of organizing in Portland, the chapter maintains
a policy of membership being 50% or more people of color
members.
We currently have four major work areas as a chapter:
monthly correspondence and volunteer nights, the antipolicing campaign Care Not Cops, outreach and political

SUMMER 2019

Organizers like Middleton, Kirby, Horowitz-Garcia, and
Li took part in thousands of hours of conversations uplifting the politics of abolition with people who did not have
abolition at the center of their organizing. These conversations took place on the phone and in small gatherings
across the region. As members of the organizing committee, we went through list after list of names and made
numerous phone calls to people we had never met. We
did not use email except to share information. Primarily,
the conference and the infrastructure that was built to
create the CR South regional office was done through
conversations. We knew our role was not only to put a
conference together, but to invest our energy towards a
southern-led movement to abolish the PIC. It was exciting, exhausting and fulfilling to participate in designing
something directly rooted in our values.

Workshops ranged in topic from increased surveillance
of communities of color since September 11th, to police
brutality, ability-tracking of kids as a pathway to prison,
community-based responses to interpersonal violence,
the impact of the criminal justice system on women,
children and families, abolitionist strategies, family members of prisoners supporting each other, prison
journalism, young people as targets of the PIC, rural organizing against new prisons, political prisoners and the
connections between militarism and prisons.
“We brought a bus load of young people and folks from
community in Mississippi,” explained Ellen Reddy,
a southern organizing committee member from the
Mississippi Delta. “We wanted to open up the discussion
on what was the impact on incarceration on young people. By attending the conference, we realized we’re not in
this by ourselves.”
By the final day of the conference, a new southern wave of
resistance was sparked and the experiment was over. We
went from a year and a half of faithfully theorizing about
a conference by and for southerners most impacted by
the prison industrial complex to putting it into practice.
Kenyon Farrow, a conference attendee who later became
CR’s southern regional coordinator two months after
the conference said, “The conference created ripples
across the South. It was a significant moment in organizing history and it birthed organizations and campaigns
that would not have otherwise been formed. I saw firsthand after Katrina how the people who participated in
CR south played important roles in building the Amnesty
for Survivors of Hurricane Katrina campaign in New
Orleans.” He added, “CR South helped me pull together
a personal history of growing up in the housing projects
in Cleveland, OH in the 1980s and remembering what
it did to our family when relatives had been locked up.
It helped me politicize my personal narrative around
prisons.”

The organizing committee set the conference goals in a
planning meeting held at the historic Highlander Center
in Tennessee. Those goals were to:
•

Draw attention to issues of the PIC in the South

•

Help to build a movement against the PIC, expand
existing networks, and combat feelings of isolation

•

Focus on communities most affected by the PIC

•

Bring new people into the work and increase the level of organizing against the PIC in the South

•

Inspire and motivate

•

Focus on the South and create an event that was
southern in content and style

On April 4, 2003, the conference finally began. More
than 1,500 people congregated inside the auditorium of
the Tremé community center for the opening of Critical
Resistance South. Outside the community center a
two-story banner with the words “WHY ARE SO MANY
PEOPLE WE LOVE BEHIND BARS?” was dropped. It
served as a visual backdrop during the dynamic activities and programming that took place in and around the
Treme community center from April 4-6 2003. Many of
the conference workshops were held inside an elementary school and the conference’s cultural activities spilled
into Treme’s porches, hallways, sidewalks, churches and
businesses.
A local elementary school served as the centerpiece of
the conference. Its three-story high brick walls bore
100 or so 4 by 6-foot banners, featuring paintings by students depicting their family members and friends who
are in prison. A photo of the school’s facade appeared
on the front page of the local section of the New Orleans
Times Picayune. “To open this news conference, we have
a question we need to ask of this country,” demanded
one speaker at a press conference which opened the

Melissa Burch speaks at a CR South Conference rally

It is from this generative foundation that we not only reflect and look back, but which we must use to examine
the time since, and our collective present struggle.
Kim Diehl is a former organizing committee member
of CR South.

education programming, and stewarding the Dismantle, movements that seek to dismantle systems of oppression,
Change, Build Center.
change common sense and our ways of thinking and relating
to expand capacity for liberatory transformation, and
We hold a monthly mail night on the third Monday of build alternative networks to support well-being and selfevery month where we focus on shared political education determination. It is homebase to multiple organizations, and
correspondence with the folks in prisons located in Oregon is entirely volunteer run and staffed.
and Washington. Monthly mail nights began within the first
year of the chapter’s formation. It’s one of CR Portland’s Our struggles in our Portland and Oregon are based in the
longest running programs. We’re in correspondence with particular climate of the City of Portland mayor and city
over 300 comrades, and are always hoping to reach more.
council towards policing and police funding, and ongoing
and escalating presence of organized white supremacist and
Our anti-policing campaign, Care Not Cops was launched white nationalist violence.
in February 2017, after extended research and a series of
community conversations assessing the areas of greatest As ever, as many grassroots organizations face, we struggle
impact/threat from the PIC in the specific context of Portland, with capacity and balance. We are fortunate to have broad
Oregon. From this, for the first year and a half, the campaign collaborative and coalitional relationships with so many
was focused on building a coalition to work towards ending the other incredible organizations, individuals, and partners that
role of police as first responders to mental health crisis calls make the vision of our work push forward into the possible.
and building up community-derived, peer-led alternative
structures. At the beginning of 2019, Care Not Cops made a We find strength and solace in where we see the impact of
strategic shift to focus on fighting the anti-black, racist Gang abolitionist work in our context—the work of building out the
DCBC and doing the building end of the work of abolition in
Task Force within the Portland Police Bureau.
our home context.
In July of 2018, CRPDX took over the lease of the long time
feminist community center and bookstore, In Other Words, While our times feel more precarious than ever, we feel more
in North Portland, in order to save the space from further resourced, more determined, and more sure of the project of
gentrification and preserve a critical community space for abolition than ever. We need one another.
organizing work in the city. Named the Dismantle Change
Build Center, or DCBC, the space is a shared community In love and struggle,
resource and coalitional space from which to grow the CR Portland
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Critical Resistance: 20 Years of Strategy
and Struggle for Abolition
The following is a transcription of the conversation
between Angela Y. Davis, Linda Evans, Kamau Walton,
and Mary Hooks that took place at Critical Resistance’s
twenty-year anniversary event on December 9, 2018 in
Oakland, CA.
Angela Y. Davis (AD): How did you become involved in the
abolitionist movement? What was your entry point? When
was it? Did it have anything to do with Critical Resistance?
Linda Evans (LE): I was locked up in federal prison when
the first Critical Resistance conference happened, and I
remember very distinctly that Eve Goldberg—my partner—
and I were working on an article. We had just decided to
do this. I was studying neoliberalism, finishing college in
prison, and felt like we needed to write something about how
neoliberalism and global capitalism were affecting prisons
and what prison had to do with that. So, we were writing.
Eve was going to the library, doing research in the library,
looking up things in, you know, those magazine indexes,
Xeroxing things, and sending them in to me in prison.
Trying to write together was quite a project. In the middle
of this, a friend of mine who was visiting, another former
political prisoner, Bo Brown, told me about an organization
that was forming called Critical Resistance. I don’t even
know if that name existed then, when Bo was telling me
about it. And I remember being in awe that there was an
organization forming that was going to try to abolish prisons.
I felt like this is impossible, you know, I was in prison, hello.
Like, okay, good, let’s abolish prisons, but how the heck are
we going to do it? She told me about a conference that was
happening, and the Prison Activist Resource Center decided
that they would publish our article, “The Prison Industrial
Complex and the Global Economy,” which many of you
hopefully have read, although it definitely needs updating.
This was an incredibly important connection for me as an
activist locked up inside federal prison looking at a 40-year
sentence, and the feeling that I could have a voice—a voice
that would be listened to and respected, and that I could
be a part of building an abolitionist movement. For me, the
production of this, and the inclusion of it in the registration
packets of the conference, was a tremendous connection
and very important psychologically, emotionally, and I think
helped me understand, at a different level, what really was
going on outside—because when you’re locked up, it’s very,
very difficult to get any kind of information about what
activists are doing, about what the political arguments are
that are going on, what is of the moment. So, I was extremely
appreciative of that effort of Critical Resistance to include
me and prisoners in the process of connecting with that first
conference.
The other thing that I learned at the same time was about
the Delano II campaign and the effort to prevent the
construction of a second prison in Delano. The fact that
people were going after prison construction in that time,
when there had been 23 new prisons in the last ten years built
in California, was awe-inspiring and shocking. And I feel like
it’s very important for all of us here today to recognize that it
was the unity of activists on the outside, the building of very
unusual coalitions including the environmental movement,
including the NAACP and the ACLU, including a legislative
strategy, including a litigation strategy—creative thinking
built our movement. And I think that that’s crucial for us to
continue to engage in the level of discussion and strategizing
that we need at a deep level to move forward. So those are the
two entry points for me.
Kamau Walton (KW): Mine is not nearly as intricate or
glorious or brilliant as Linda framed for herself. I joined
Critical Resistance in 2010. I came in to CR after doing a lot
of LGBT organizing but mostly L and G, if you know what I
mean, and I was really dissatisfied with the ways that it was
not really having an impact on all of my people and all of my
communities and all of the folks that I throw down with and
for. And this one muffin named Isaac Lev Szmonko, who I
said I would name drop, kept inviting me to all these random
things like this town hall about these gang injunctions. I
went to some CR workshops at the U.S. Social Forum in
Detroit that year, and my mind was blown. I’m from Ohio,
we don’t have like ethnic studies and cultural studies and
things like that in middle school, so these were not things
that I knew. I was new to California too, and I think after I
went to those workshops I joined CR like maybe three or
four weeks later. There’s this activity, if any of y’all have ever
been to a CR workshop, where they have concentric circles
that explain how the PIC is a set of interests that uses these
tools that impact these problems, and impacts people... all
of these different parts, right? And I was like, those are my
people, those are my people, I see that thing is there too, oh
my gosh! And I had an understanding in that two hours of
how abolition was going to help to liberate all of my people.
I started showing back up, and prisoner mail was the first
piece of work that I did in CR and then eventually I joined the
Stop the Injunctions Coalition because the injunctions were
happening in the neighborhood where I was living. That was
the first campaign and I ever participated in and the first
campaign I ever won.
AD: It is really great to win the first campaign.
KW: I tell myself that now when I’m not winning. That one
time, though, that one time.
Mary Hooks (MH): Wow this is a great question, but I have
to say thank you so much for the CR family for having me
and for having SONG (Southerners on New Ground) sit as
one, but represent thousands of dangerous queer and trans
folks across the South, who have been blessed and inspired
by the work of CR, so thank you. Thank you, and just shout
out to Cara Page who is deep SONG fam and love that’s in
the audience.
So, yeah, I’ll answer the question. I could go on all night
being gracious and grateful. I would say that my entry point
into abolition was how I entered movement, and many folks
have heard this story before. One night I was kickin’ it with
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my homies and in our lesi fashion was getting ready to go to a
ladies play party in Atlanta, and she spotted a hottie and was
like, “Yo, Mary, go talk to her. Get the read.” And, no problem
I’m a good wingman. So, I went over to this woman and I asked
her, you know, just chopping it up, and I said, “Well what do
you do?” And she’s like, “I’m trying to stop the shackling of
Black women while giving birth in prison.” What! Yo, what!
Blew my whole mind blew my whole mind. I come from a
place, my people are from Racine, Wisconsin, ain’t nobody
really talking about that, you know. And they should have,
given how much Wisconsin is caging up our people. But she
said that to me, and it blew my mind that it was happening
and it blew my mind that she was doing something about it. I
was like what in the world, and that’s when she became one
of my really great friends. And she said, “I want to introduce
you to my political home,” and that was Southerners on New
Ground, and that was Paris Hatcher. I know many of you
may know of her work with Black Feminist Future, but Paris
Hatcher was the woman in the bar that night.
This was probably 2009 I believe or so. And then in 2011, I
believe it was Kai Lumumba Barrow that joined the SONG
staff. My word, and she blew our whole minds again. Kai’s role
at the time was to build the fighting arm and the campaign
arm inside of SONG and really strengthen our work when it
comes down to campaigns. Like we wanna win some stuff.
We wanna dismantle some stuff. And I remember we would
sit in her house in Durham, and you know Kai—who knows
Kai Lumumba Barrow? Okay, if you know it you gots to love
her, Lord. And she would be writing and drawing and art and
music, and I remember like one time her heat went out, we
just in there cold. I can’t even describe to you the scenario
which we were in, and she just would tell us stories and
complicate what we knew and understood about this work,
and how we understood organizing and the broader fight that
we were up against. Her role was to like get our little scrappy
selves together. A lot of us was new inside of the work of
SONG, and she spent years, and we sat at her feet. Many of
the things that she taught us at the time, we’re like I can’t
even, what is happening, I don’t even know the language,
what are you saying right now? But it was a lot of her that
instilled in myself and others inside of SONG the language
in me the analysis around the prison industrial complex,
and really, you know, held us to task, like if we gonna fight.
If we’re gonna be out here fighting, don’t be on no BS, we got
to come with the real and we can’t just go for the arm, things
that aren’t the crumbs for people. And this is a longer-term
work envisioned around abolition that we’re here for. So, I’ll
stop there, but that’s how I got in.
AD: Since this is a period in in which we don’t have a lot
of victories to celebrate and particularly since, well you
raised that question of becoming involved in this stop
gang injunctions campaign and experiencing a victory
immediately. I was wondering if the rest of you could, or all
of you could, perhaps think about some important victories
that you’ve been involved in in relation to the abolitionist
movement.
KW: I’ll start off talking about the Stop the Injunctions
Coalition. Just because I think, yeah it was successful and we
won, but we were acting like we won before we even officially
won because I think it’s important to define and frame
victories beyond what the definitions of the state offers up to
us. So even before the injunctions got repealed, because that
was five years after everything had started, we had tested
and seen they weren’t actually being enforced. We were like,
we won.
Before that we were building strong political relationships
with folks all across Oakland including Chicano Moratorium
Coalition, and because of that we said we won because we had
people who had been directly impacted listed on the gang
injunctions, their loved ones were on the gang injunctions,
and they were galvanized to start engaging in community
centered work and building out community-based solutions
to increase public safety that weren’t criminalizing and
ostracizing their own people. We said that we won, and so
way before they were officially deauthorized, way before
we you know had the victory parties, we knew that in all of
these particular ways we had won already. We built the skills
of a lot of the members of Critical Resistance including
myself and many people who some are here and some aren’t
here, and I’m holding them all in my heart. But, I think we
also pushed out police chiefs, three I believe we got rid of.
That’s to reflect not to be on the “not in my backyard” tip
because unfortunately some of those police chiefs ended up
in different cities, like Anthony Batts, who was in Baltimore
when Freddie Gray was murdered. I don’t want to be like,
we got rid of him and that’s dope. He’s still in other places
ruining many people’s lives and terrorizing communities.
But it did give us the ability to show the power of the people
and to put fear in the hearts of those decision-makers who
were trying to play folks to the left, and act like this wasn’t
a big deal.
The shifting of the conversation around what the purpose
and impact of policing is, what should public safety look
like in Oakland, who does know what the solutions are—it
was these conversations and the messaging and the energy
that showed we know what our communities need, we
know how to keep each other safe, and I think that has been
something that has carried on into other anti-policing work
and abolition work more broadly in Oakland, whether it’s
from Stop Urban Shield to closing down the San Francisco
City jail. It’s based on the fact that community members
know what they need, community members are the experts
in their experiences, and because of those things, I think it’s
important to highlight the Stop the Injunctions Coalition
and highlight like all the different angles of what victory
means and what it looks like and not just the five years after.
MH: I love this question for a lot of the same reasons that you
unpacked. I think for SONG, and for many folks in the South
in in a red state, you know policy victories are oftentimes
far and few between. However, I think that inside of SONG’s
work, we’ve been able to have a blessing of being able to
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work inside of coalitions and alliances that have enabled for
us to advance our vision of what a South free from fear looks
like. And some of that has looked like when we started really
throwing down and doing direct action alongside of one of
our comrade organizations, the Georgia Latino Alliance for
Human Rights. This is at the time when the Arizona antiimmigration bills were spreading across the South, and
Georgia had adopted its version of it. Part of that work was
being able to dismantle some of the things that they had in
there, one of which was deeply important, where they were
going to begin arresting folk who were caught with folk who
were undocumented, saying that we could not be sanctuary
for each other, and that was one of the interventions we were
able to make together.
I think over the last few years, we’re feeling victorious for
the leaders we’ve been able to develop and bring into the
work. Some of the leadership development pipeline is like
the fellowship program “The Lorde’s Work” and seeing the
results of that and many have come to the work through the
Mama’s Day Bailout campaign work which is highlighting
the crisis of what’s happening in our communities around
the issue of bail and pretrial detention. In Atlanta, we’ve
been able to move the needle around bail, and last year I
believe some of the numbers were saying that last year,
before the bail ordinance, there were up to 700 so people
in the Atlanta City Jail. A year later, it’s like a hundred and
something, and they’re like looking crazy because they’re
like, “Oh snap, we’re like having to give folk the pink slip.”
I think in our victory, we also have to grapple with what
does it mean that those are primarily black people getting
the pink slip. And we all saw, begging the question, and we
know this isn’t the work. At least we hope that folks didn’t
like we wanted it to be caging our people and being a part of
this system in this way. I think that it creates opportunities
for us to really think about what is on the other side of that
for people and to go back to even do some visioning with
folk who have been corrections officers, like what has been
your dream, what is it that you want and desire, and then
create openings to do that as we real building and building
something else in terms of alternatives. But I just have to
shout out some of the comrades in Harrisonburg, Virginia
a few years ago, who were the coalition of folks stopped the
opening of a jail in Harrisonburg. We’ve seen and many folks
have been clocking it, just what it has meant particularly in
rural southern communities where jails and prisons are
becoming the way in which people are getting their bread
and butter, and folks are like, “I don’t care if you’re gonna
bring jobs, we don’t want those kinds of jobs.” I think that
you know those are some of the things that are on top, but
I’ll stop there.
LE: Well I’ll just give a little bit more context to the Stop the
Injunctions coalition because All of Us or None, which is a
civil rights grassroots organization of people who have been
in prison and our families joined with Critical Resistance to
start a campaign before to Stop the Injunctions Coalition
which was called Plan for a Safer Oakland. You can probably
see some of the posters that we produced during that time,
we had lots and lots of rallies and did a lot of advocating
for a series of real policy recommendations that Stop
the Injunctions Coalition came out of. One of the policy
initiatives that we pushed really hard for, is a national
campaign that I’m sure some of you have heard of, which is
Ban the Box. I would say that one of the major victories that
Critical Resistance really accomplished, starting with Plan
for a Safer Oakland, and probably even before, is that we
have changed the discourse about public safety and public
health, and that is crucially important because it has laid the
basis for a whole range of policy initiatives that are really
important—for example, the Drug Policy Alliance initiatives
to legalize drugs, to expand treatment, to basically stop the
incarceration of people who suffer from drug addiction. I
think that the importance of changing that discourse should
not be underestimated, because it is the basis for us making
a mass argument about stopping incarceration, specifically
stopping the mass incarceration of Black and brown people,
and it gives us a way forward, which is a positive plan for
making our communities safer with community leadership,
not the elected officials, not the corporations, not the
Chamber of Commerce, but us. And Oakland Power Projects
is building on that, so I think it’s really important just as a
historical moment, to look at the fact that we started with
Plan for a Safer Oakland, that built because of the positive
nature of what we were fighting for, that led us to recognize
what the militarization of our communities was happening
with the injunctions, and the fact that Oakland won and
stopped the gang injunctions in a precedent-setting way.
You know they aren’t using gang injunctions in the same
way that they were trying to and then to recognize that as
we developed and countered the state. We were able to Stop
Urban Shield, we were able to stop the construction of new
jails and immigration detention centers, so if we look at the
development of our movement through history, and it’s a
short history, 20 years is not that long, I think that we can
see the momentum is building and it’s our job to keep that
momentum going.
I just wanted to say one more thing. I do also think it’s really
important that we recognize that Critical Resistance was key
in developing Californians United for a Responsible Budget
(CURB), which has enabled us as a statewide movement to
be very much more powerful and more unified. So, I don’t
think we should underestimate the importance of Critical
Resistance’s contribution to starting CURB, and the also
really important contribution that CURB is making to our
ability to impact state policy.
AD: Thank you so much, Linda. I think that you’ve all been
describing what we might call abolitionist victories, and I’d
like to move the conversation in the direction of thinking
about precisely what abolition means because there are
those who assume that when we say that we want to abolish
the prison industrial complex, that in short of getting rid
of the whole system, you know, what might be a victory in
an abolitionist struggle is sort of you know similar to the
whole debate around reform and revolution. There have
been those who argue that reforms really are not helpful to
the revolution. But the conception of the revolution is often
bringing the capitalist system down in one fell swoop, and I
don’t think we’re ever going to do that. So how do we know
when we’re winning abolitionists victories as opposed to
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say, the larger victory of having ever-increasing numbers of
people focusing on the prison question, which means that
there are also right-wing people thinking about what to do
about the prison crisis. There’s that organization, Right on
Crime, and Newt Gingrich and all of those folks who think
of mass incarceration as the largest governmental project
and so it needs to be downscaled. But I don’t think that’s
what we’re talking about. We’re talking about something
very different, so how does one distinguish between simply
the popularization of the problems related to prison, and
moving along an abolitionist trajectory.
MH: I’ll chew on that for a second.
AD: Okay.
MH: I got a few thoughts here now, let me see. Well, one
thing that’s been stirring in my spirit lately is that I believe
that abolition has always been a demand, has always been a
demand for Black people that survived the Middle Passage,
the abolition of chattel slavery, Jim Crow, the prison
industrial complex. I believe that demand is not just one of
the systems that are very much in place, but it’s also calling
for a different level of spiritual transformation. I think that
when we think about abolitionists wins, and when we think
about those victories, that they also can be recognized
by the way in which our relationships to each other have
shifted, and the way power relationships have shifted, the
way our hearts and minds bring more compassion to the
way in which we think about harm, and the way we respond
when harm has happened. I think that it calls for a clear
divestment in cages, in courts, cops, and into communitybased resources and infrastructure and in an investment
in those things, which is a frame for many folk doing the
work I’ve been talking about. We must divest and we must
invest. I think some of those things are what stands up for
me, and I believe particularly in the South, the Black radical
tradition calls us to think about and to be steadfast in the
spiritual transformation that we are seeking in this time. For
years, SONG has begged the question, are we willing to be
transformed in the service of the work and in doing the work
of abolishing jails and prisons and cages and the PIC? I see
there is something different that we all should feel different,
wake up different, more alive, more in love. So, I’m gonna lay
that down, but that’s what some for us, that’s how we clockin’
it, and that’s how we recognize it.
KW: One of the ways that I measure where abolition is going,
and if you’ve heard me talk you probably heard this before
too, is my mom, Joyce Walton, is a Leo that lives in Columbus,
Ohio. She is my mom, I love her, and she definitely does
not identify as an abolitionist, and eight years deep she’s
still calling Critical Resistance “critical political.” And,
through my time in CR, which isn’t even half the time the
CR has existed, my family’s been impacted by policing and
imprisonment a lot. And I think that in me just talking to her
about the work, I think conversations are shifting from what
it is to why aren’t we actually doing things that actually make
people safer, don’t put people in the same position. So, why
are we investing in building a new police station when your
little cousin has a school that’s falling apart? I think there
are a lot more questions that are coming up, and I think
that’s an important part of abolition, is actually digging into
what the root causes are of things. People trying to figure out
what are the conditions that need to be shifted to prevent
this from happening, not how do we criminalize or isolate or
dehumanize or disappear this person because they did this
thing, but where were you at when that thing was happening,
what did you need when that thing was happening, what do
we need to ensure that thing doesn’t happen again, or how
can we build up the skills to respond to that thing ourselves. I
think when it comes to abolitionist victories and abolitionist
work, it’s not necessarily just everyone being like yes “F the
police.” It’s not shouting after the police, which is not what
my mom is saying, but I think she and many other folks too
have started to question what the purpose of policing is.
I think abolition also looks like building up what we want
and need instead, like the Bay Area Transformative Justice
Collective, the StoryTelling and Organizing Project, the
Oakland Power Project. After the Stop the Injunctions
Coalition won, there had been folks on the injunction list in
East Oakland that built out these community and cultural
spaces including a community garden in East Oakland
where community members were interviewed about their
stories around emergencies that led them to call 9-1-1, cops
showed up, didn’t actually resolve the thing that needed to
be resolved, and also shared what they would want to see
instead. Out of that came the Oakland Power Projects, which
the goal of it is to eventually abolish the Oakland Police
Department by building the capacity of folks in Oakland to
respond to harm, or moments of crisis, without involving
the police. From that there has been a lot of political and
personal building with healers and health workers across
the city to build out these workshops that have trained,
I don’t even know how many people, hundreds of folks
around how to respond to emergency situations whether
it’s a mental health crisis, or an opioid overdose. Part of
abolition is actually shifting so that we can look to ourselves
to keep each other safe, like what does that mean? It means
concrete skill building, and that doesn’t necessarily mean
that everybody needs to know how to respond to every
part. Somebody can deescalate, the other person can make
a sandwich, because we all need to eat. But you know, it’s
building up the skills so that we’re not like, “we don’t know
what else to do except call 9-1-1.” It’s giving ourselves more
of those options and building that up within ourselves and
not necessarily depending on the state, which is trying to
maintain the status quo in a lot of ways to do that for us.
LE: I’ll just add that we have a lot of abolitionist victories
to still fight for. And one of the things that the California
Coalition for Women Prisoners, and other organizations
around the state is fighting to do, is to drop life without parole
(LWOP) sentencing. Now, it’s a very crucial moment that
we’re in because in the last election, the felony murder rule
was defeated in California. That is a major victory that came
about through the electoral process. Now our job is to move
that forward, because what it means is that at least 5,000
people in the California prison system can be resentenced.
It’s a tremendous number of people that will be able to be
resentenced with the end of the felony murder rule. And a lot
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of those people were sentenced to life without parole, so this
is an opportunity for us to have a major impact on decreasing
the number of our people who are imprisoned. So those are
the kinds of opportunities that I think we as activists and our
organizations need to unite to take advantage of and to push
forward.
KW: Can I also just add real quick that when talking
about what abolitionists work looks like, I feel like a lot
of people have an aversion to legislative work, have an
aversion to the bureaucratic parts of the work—which
I have a slight aversion myself—but there are reforms
that are reformist that are things that we’re gonna have
to work ourselves out of later, and that’s not the kind of
reform that abolitionists are talking about. We’re talking
about reforms that actually put us in better fighting form
so that we can get more of our people free that put us in a
position where communities have more decision-making
power. And so, if it’s something that you might have to work
yourself out of later, that’s not necessarily abolitionist. If
it’s something that’s decriminalizing one group of people
while increasing sentencing for another group of people,
that’s not abolitionists, that’s not what we’re talking about.
It’s how are we cutting back the life and scope of the prison
industrial complex and its reach into our communities,
and that can be done legislatively. It’s really hard, I haven’t
seen it done as much, but again my slight aversion leads to
that ignorance. But I think when thinking about abolitionist
work, it’s not exclusively like in this particular container
that’s in the streets and on the ground, and that might be the
place where some of us are comfortable, but it’s important to
remember and think about building relationships with other
groups of folks who have shared politics but do the work in
different spaces. Because there are possibilities to do more
abolitionist work, but you have to be willing to push, you
have to be able to identify the co-optation, which hopefully
we’ll talk about a little bit more because that is a big piece
of the thing. But I just want to name that because I feel like
sometimes when we talked about abolition, folks don’t want
to include legislative work, and it’s a real part of it.
AD: Yeah, thank you for naming it. I think that the shift
from the kinds of questions that we used to ask, the specific
questions about, “well how do you change them, how do
you make the prison more relevant,” or you know, “how
do you create rehabilitation programs?”—questions that
leave the whole intact while focusing only on what appears
to be the specific problem. The shift then to questions
like, “How do we imagine a society that no longer needs
prisons?” as opposed to focusing sort of myopically on the
problems of the prison. So, it seems to me that it’s rather
than a kind of assimilationist view, in which we want to keep
everything else intact, keep the system intact, but change
one particular, what appears to be the problem, change the
prisons. I think I remember Rachel Herzing always making
the point that we cannot confine ourselves to the footprint
of the prison. In imagining ways to move in an abolitionist
direction, we have to ask ourselves what social conditions
would be necessary in order to guarantee that we no longer
need to use these institutions of violence, these institutions
of repression. I wanted to ask a question, I know we’re
rapidly running out of time. I wanted to ask a question about
the relationship between emotional transformation, and
you know abolitionists visions. What does an abolitionist
trajectory require us to do in terms of being self-critical of
the ways in which we think, the ways in which we feel, the
ways in which we oftentimes incorporate the impulse of the
state in our very emotional reactions. Because the fact that
we almost always want to hurt someone who has hurt us
reflects the way the system of punishment works and so how
can we make the connections of between these two realms.
You know what I’m talking about, right?
MH: Oh, yes. I mean there are many days I want to smack….
Hey, I’m kidding, kind of. Our movements talk a lot about
self-care. I think we have an opportunity to broaden that,
and many of us have, to engage this conversation around
self-work, and what does it look like for us to do the work
of mending those things that are triggering us, that are
bringing about massive anxiety. All of those things I think
are some of the ways in which we can begin sort of sussing

that out. And some of it is re-rooting ourselves in values, and
looking back over our lives or hearing testimonies of other
people. If somebody were to judge me on my worst days
experienced and the times I have not shown up as my best,
and have extended me grace and mercy, I wouldn’t be sitting
right here talking to y’all. I think that part of our organizing
practice is the environment in which we practice those things.
It may not be in the concrete moment of inter-communal
violence, but I think it does lend us an opportunity to say,
hey, in our organizing when we have harmed somebody, how
do we respond? You showing up like the state, calm down,
you know what I mean? And really thinking about different
approaches in the way in which we’re dealing with some of
the things that happens when humans break the isolation.
And I think that is what we are up against in a lot of ways—
the deep isolation that has been brought on by capitalism.
Our folks have to we have to begin defrosting, and to actually
be like, what does it mean to be a right relationship with each
other in a different way? And that is gonna come through
practice and come through breaking isolation. I think it’s
going to come through us being able to humble ourselves
and extend grace and mercy. And, yeah, that’s the path that I
think we’re all along and trying to figure out though.
KW: I have many thoughts and many feelings. I think it’s
important that we create spaces where people are able to
dream wildly. I feel like that is one of the biggest things that
I’ve taken from my time in CR is that I have some vision of
a different way to respond to the harm and the violence,
because I’ve actually had the opportunity to hear about no
cop zones, harm free zones, the StoryTelling Organizing
Project, the Bay Area Transformative Justice Collective, and
all of these different crews that have been working quietly,
consistently, experimenting, failing, sharing these different
things. I think this is a way to catch a lot of other folk’s
attention because they’re like, “what are you talking about
you ain’t go and call the cops when so-and-so was turning up
and acting a fool?” But I think it’s also helping other people
to push and ask more questions and ask why things couldn’t
look like this instead of the what’s been offered to us. I think
in this political moment, it’s important for our people to be
able to be as loud, as bold, as wild as these folks are who were
plotting against us inside and outside of the White House. I
feel like when I first joined CR there were many more folks
when I was learning and talking about it who were like, “oh
no, it sounds a little intense, what do you mean get rid of the
police?” Then a few years after that, I see folks from Black
Youth Project 100 on CNN talking about “we want to abolish
the police.” in that moment I was like, “I’m gonna flip this
table,” but I think it’s important that there are folks making
bold statements and encouraging other people to dream
wildly. I think what Mary was saying around how we respond
to conflict and harm within our communities, organizations,
and groups that we do this work with is really important. I
think that has been a struggle, and centering healing in
ways that go beyond miniscule gestures. Because the prison
industrial complex is—I mean I’m sure folks have ideas and
concrete ways that they understand that it has impacted
their lives individually, and then amplify that to a collective
level. I think there is a real need for healing, and it might not
necessarily be in the political space that you’re in but seeking
that out from folks who have political alignment feels like a
really important part of sustaining this work. Because, we’re
throwing down real hard. I see a lot of people throwing down
real hard all the time, and I think it’s important that we
balance those things out and do that physically and also with
our visions and imaginations.
LE: I have felt the emotional connection with abolition really
ever since I was in prison and got out and started working
to end the prison industrial complex. But the feelings that
really have overwhelmed me since coming out in 2001 was
of joy, of joy and intense engagement and what it means to
build political power because All of Us or None emerged
from formerly incarcerated people. I remember sitting with
Dorsey Nunn, Donna Wilmott, George Galvis, and Marlene
Sanchez in the initial planning stages of our first organizing
conference for All of Us or None, and Marlene and George
really taught me a lesson about healing and the need for
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I think another important aspect of the emotional effects of
abolition or our attachment to it, is that the people who are
most impacted—black and brown people, people who have
been imprisoned ourselves—are actually politically leading
what our movement is trying to do. I think that that’s a really
important principle. It carries over into all the immigration
work. It carries into all of our work because actually what
we have discovered, as part of many coalitions that include
All of Us or None, is that no one is as close to the problems
of mass incarceration, and what it does to people and our
families, as we are, the people who have been imprisoned
ourselves. And we are the ones who actually bring a crucial
element of specific knowledge. I know in the Ban the Box
efforts all over the country, formerly incarcerated people
were the ones who actually came up with specific solutions,
who understood the difference of counting time of when
a felony is going to be disappeared from your record—it
matters if it’s counted from the time of conviction or the time
of release. A lot of our advocates may not have understood
that before our participation in those movements. I think
that that is an important element emotionally also is
empowerment, is feeling that ability to make change. And
that’s what the movement, the emerging movement of
formerly incarcerated people, has done. We have attacked
the structural discrimination on which the prison industrial
complex and its effects are based by going after that symbol
of the box in education, in employment, in housing, in many
places where people must be able to enter, because we don’t
believe most of us have ever entered to begin with, to reenter
our communities.
There is one other thing I just wanted to say because we
may not have time. Angela talked about not responding to
those who do harm to us in the same ways that we have been
harmed. And that is something to aspire to definitely, but I
feel as a white person, and addressing this audience, that we
really have to recognize a couple of major dangers. One is
the expansion and the growth and the normalization of white
supremacy in our society right now. And it’s crucial that—
and I keep using that word because I feel like we are here
together, and we have the opportunity to steel ourselves
more in the struggle against white supremacy and against
racism and all of it the ways that it manifests. And if we don’t

do that, we will not build an abolitionist movement, we will
not build the kind of society that we all envision. I feel we
must rededicate ourselves to that fight. And the other aspect
that has really been emotionally upsetting to me, and tests
my ability to respond appropriately, is the reassertion of
patriarchy and the attacks against women, the normalization
of attacks against women, sexual violence, and the attempt
to render trans people non-existent, which of course is an
absurdity. For us to really recognize that the progress that
we have made in all of these different arenas is vulnerable.
We have a strong movement, and you know we’re building
it stronger every day. I truly believe that. I see it up in Santa
Rosa, everywhere. But we must be vigilant, and we can’t let
our guard down because the forces of evil are really arrayed
against us. And we have to hold on to those positive emotions
that we’re building together: that joy, that power, that feeling
of being able to make change, which we recognize if we look
at our history, we’ve made change. But we have to keep
that in our hearts so we can move forward and rededicate
ourselves to the struggles that are so imminently important.
Angela Y. Davis is Distinguished Professor Emerita of
History of Consciousness and Feminist Studies at the
University of California, Santa Cruz. Davis came to
national attention after being removed from her teaching
position at UCLA because of her activism and membership
in the Communist Party, USA. In 1970 she was placed on
the FBI’s Ten Most Wanted List on false charges. During
her sixteen-month incarceration, a massive international
“Free Angela Davis” campaign was organized, leading
to her acquittal in 1972. Today Prof. Davis remains an
advocate of prison abolition and has developed a powerful
critique of racism in the criminal justice system. She is the
author of many books, including her most recent collection,
Freedom Is a Constant Struggle: Ferguson, Palestine, and
the Foundations of a Movement (City Lights Open Media).

the South. With SONG, Mary supports strategic projects
and campaigns in the South developed in response to
the current conditions in LGBTQ and intersectional
communities. The original architect behind the 2017 Black
Mama’s Bail Out Actions, Mary brings a fierce dedication
to liberation, self-determination and love to the movement
to abolish the PIC. Mary joined the SONG team as a field
organizer for the state of Alabama in March 2011 and has
been unstoppable ever since.
Kamau Walton is a member of Critical Resistance. After
attending a workshop at the US Social Forum, they joined
CR Oakland chapter in 2010. Kamau was a key organizer in
the victorious Stop the Injunctions campaign, supporting
outreach, mobilizations and community events to build
up Oaklanders’ resistance to policing. Kamau advanced
outside outreach, mobilizations and legislative strategy
in the movement to abolish solitary confinement in
California following the 2013 prisoner hunger strikes.
They were also an early organizer in the Stop Urban Shield
campaign, helping to root the campaign in Oakland and
increase resistance to the SWAT team training that Stop
Urban Shield defeated this year! Kamau has represented
CR to the Movement for Black Lives policy gatherings and
shared prison industrial complex abolition through dozens
of workshops, presentations, and campaign mobilizations.

Linda Evans is a co-founder of All of Us or None and a
former political prisoner, imprisoned for anti-imperialist
actionsinthe70s and 80s. Linda has been a close ally of CR’s
since being released from prison in 2001 and acted as an
important, informal advisor for the organization’s work
since that time, before joining the CR Community Advisory
Board in 2014. With All of Us or None, Linda worked
alongside CR Oakland in the 2000s to build the Plan for
Safer Oakland, a campaign whose 3 point platform (Invest
in People, Not Police and Prisons; Stand Up for Youth; and
Re-Entry Support for People Coming Home from Prisons)
served as a radical foundation to unite anti-policing and
anti-prison work in Oakland and advanced the nownational Ban the Box campaign. Building off the Plan for a
Safer Oakland in 2010, Linda and All of Us or None ignited
the Stop the Injunctions campaign and helped build the
coalition with CR Oakland that was able to fully defeat
Oakland’s gang injunctions.

Nick Wallin

healing and how important it is that we incorporate that into
our practices, into our organization. And recognizing that
and being able to learn from younger people and recognize
the need to incorporate healing and restorative justice in all
of our practices. I think also we should recognize that that
has now been more massified. Where I live in Santa Rosa,
the school system now has a restorative justice program.
And I don’t think that’s unusual. I know in Oakland there’s
one also. So as many critiques as we may have of the ways
that those are implemented in the public school system,
it does mark the importance of healing and spiritual
consciousness, and that that is being recognized as a way
to abolish punishment in our school systems and in other
places. That is an abolitionist victory, actually.

Mary Hooks is Co-Director of Southerners on New Ground
(SONG), a home for LGBTQ liberation across all lines of
race, class, abilities, age, culture, gender, and sexuality in

KITES TO THE EDITOR
The Prison Abolitionist Imagination
This reminds me of the power of thought. Once the
thought is processed it can be brought into existence.
It manifests in the darkness of mind and is brought to
light of reality. It can put you in a mental state of heaven
or hell on earth. Within imagination or a dream state
you’re in your subconscious which is a different realm
of mind that can produce and provoke thought to extend on constant thinking within your conscious state
that either brings worrying, stress, desires, illusions,
joy, ego, and actions of thought. It is also where we take
time to think of ideas, theories, tactics, and strategies to
practice within organizing. Upon reading the different
stories I see a piece of me in all through the struggles of
prison rather being at a state of peace while the enemy
is the one distraught and broken, or I’m organizing the
people around me, my long term of years rather in population or disciplinary segregation alone and freedom
soon to come physically.
Wilbert Johnson, #562071/#3100172
North Branch Correction Institution
14100 McMullen Highway, S.W.
Cumberland MD, 21502

Response to “How People on the Outside
Can Support”
As an incarcerated person committed to the prison
movement for human rights, it is essential that we activists create/establish and maintain progressive connections with outside humanity, such as CPF whom I’ve
been working with since its inception in the early 90s,
back when you were PBIP. I appreciate your support
throughout that Life-over-Death (mind-spirit breaking) struggle-ordeal; all ‘them years/decades while I
was buried alive in this state sanctioned long-term
solitary confinement torture chamber at Pelican BaySHU. In his book “Blood in My Eye” Comrade George
discusses this essential connecting-progressive working (activism). In his book, he opens a chapter with the
word: “entente”. Jackson had a functional understanding of how our in-/out-side mutually beneficial “activism” fules the prison human rights movement. This
is what we take from the historic California Prisoners
Hunger Strike Solidarity (PHSS) Coalition. Progressive
work collectively in covering a lot of areas to expose,
educate, resist, unite, contest, and effect changes in the
DCDr and the state of California. The PHRM created a
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blue print to further our in-/out-side collective efforts.
While we have made some forward steps both within
the “Ashker v Brown” class civil rights efforts and the
“Agreement to End Hostilities” we still have much work
that needs to be done.

strategy, commitment, and action is not coordinated or
inclusive. Needless to say, this defeats our efforts and
any real possibility to achieve our objective. How so?
Here, I barrow from fellow comrade Rafiki X where he
states:

We struggle to educate the General Populations to raise
their awareness to their oppressed, (neo-colonized)
socio-economic state of existence which connects to
our outside oppressed, disenfranchised, neo-colonized
communities and how this impacts our collective human rights.

...[W]e must bear in mind that these outside groups,
activists, and organizational heads are not our inside
leaders, but are only representatives of our collective
plight, struggle, and body, and can only be as effective
as is the body of which it represents. Therefore, if we are
excluded and/or inactive in our inside/outsidedemonstrations and struggles for justice and liberation, then
they in turn will be ineffective representatives of our
plight and struggle…³

Baridi Williamson, D34288
Salinas Valley State Prison
PO Box 1050
Soledad CA, 93960

Response to How People on the Outside
Can Support the political work of people
on the inside.
I agree with all 10 points especially with 7 & 8. We on
the inside throughout this prison nation receive slave
wages from the jobs we get. On my yard, all the new
Afrikans who have financial support from family and
other sources, put a collection together monthly, where
items purchased go into it for indigent comrades to
draw from so they can take care of their basic needs.
We need our friends out in society to create benevolent
funds to help us on the inside when there’s a need. We
can always teach you all what we go through in here, and
what we might need at times is for you all to write letters
to the warden, or call and complain at times about what
we might be dealing with, because our 602s that we file
(grievance forms to air our differences when a problem
arises) will only go so far… This will build the solidarity
we need in the struggle to end oppression.
Mwalimu Shakur AG8738
Corcoran State Prison
PO Box 3476
Corcoran CA, 93212

Response to “Organizing Across Prison
Walls”
There’s a major disconnect between the leadership
of inside/outside activism. The objectives, direction,
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Thusly, there must be a balance of mutual respect and
dedication between both inside/outside leadership.
Because if the outside cadre lacks the insight and commitment of the inside cadre, you get 800 people standing around holding picket signs, disrupting nothing.
And if the inside cadre lacks the insight and respect
of the outside cadre, we’ll be in prison fighting for the
dumbest shit (e.g., sweat suits, cable TV, canteen, etc.).
To be clear, what we are saying here is, instead of simply being a group of prisoners who limit ourselves to
starting or partaking in programs offered within prison
walls, our objective as L.W.O.P. is to start programs in
the communities from which we stem. It is for this reason, in part, that the UBF was created so that such prisoner initiated groups and programs could be extended
beyond prison walls and have an outside coalition composed of a number of organizations working on behalf
of all community members inside/out.
This, in effect, will: (I) address the point Clinton
“Nkechi” Walker alluded to in the article where writing
about his absence in the “Village.” Whereas, the UBF
strategy will rebuild the bridge reconnecting us to our
communities and, thus, amend the broken social, economic, and political structures fueling the P.I.C.; and (2)
in doing so, the prisoner class not only will gain control
of its image, but its members will also develop a sense
of investment in the communities to which we return.
Ivan Kilgore V-31306
CSP – Solano FA3-232
PO Box 4000
Vacaville CA,95696
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A Tribute to People We Have Lost Along the Way
A

s we celebrate the 20th anniversary since the 1998
conference that launched Critical Resistance we
wanted to take this opportunity to honor the memory
of some of those who have gone before us. These allies, comrades, and fellow freedom fighters dedicated
their lives to liberation struggles and their contributions to the movement to abolish the prison industrial complex have indelibly marked the strategies
and analysis that we continue to employ today. Their
names are listed here as a tribute to their lives and
legacy. Their spirits and so many more who we have
not mentioned will forever live on in the struggle for
freedom. ¡PRESENTE!
MERLE AFRICA 1951-1998. Member of the MOVE 9.
PHIL AFRICA 1956-2015. Member of the MOVE 9.
RICHARD AOKI 1938-2009. Educator, civil rights activist, imprisoned in a Japanese internment camp during WWII, field marshal in the Black Panther Party.
MINISTER
BOBBIEJEAN
BAKER
1964-2014.
Transgender activist and minister, active in TGI
Justice Project.
DENNIS BANKS 1937-2017. Activist, teacher, leader in
the American Indian Movement.
NANCY JACOT BELL 1947-2018. Long-time anti-prison activist, wife of political prisoner Herman Bell.
ALAN BERKMAN 1945-2009. Member of Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) and the Weather
Underground, advocate for social justice in health care.
JOHN BOWMAN 1947-2006. Member of the Black
Panther Party, co-founder of All of Us or None, member of the SF8.
RICHARD BROWN 1941-2018. Member of the Black
Panther Party, member of the SF8.
ROSE BRAZ 1961-2017. Co-founder and first staff member of Critical Resistance, co-founder of Californians
United for a Responsible Budget, prison industrial
complex abolitionist and environmental justice
activist.
MARILYN BUCK 1947-2010. American AntiImperialist and feminist revolutionary, political prisoner, poet.
SAFIYA BUKHARI 1950-2003. Member of the Black
Panther Party, co-founder of the Free Mumia AbuJamal Coalition (NYC), the Jericho Movement for U.S.
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War and vice president of the Provisional Government of the Republic
of New Afrika.

ELBERT “BIG MAN” HOWARD 1938-2018. Author and
founding member of the Black Panther Party.

Puerto Rican liberation movement, one of the Puerto
Rican Independence 16.

JAVAD JAHI 1977-2009. Member of the Malcolm X
Grassroots Movement and community organizer.

CEDRIC ROBINSON 1940-2016. Black Marxism scholar and theorist, professor at UC Santa Barbara.

KEVIN MICHAEL KEY 1950-2017. Member of the LA
chapter of Critical Resistance, performer with Los
Angeles Poverty Department, activist and advocate in
Los Angeles’s Skid Row.

AFENI SHAKUR 1947-2016. Revolutionary thinker
and activist, member of the Black Panther Party,
mother of Tupac Shakur.

YURI KOCHIYAMA 1921-2014. Imprisoned in a
Japanese internment camp during WWII, member of the Pan-Africanist Organization of AfroAmerican Unity, leader in the Asian American,
Black, and Third World movements for civil and
human rights, longtime organizer to free US held
political prisoners.
RICHARD MAFUNDI LAKE 1940-2018. African freedom fighter, held for 31 years as a political prisoner,
founder of Inmates for Action.
MONDO WE LANGA 1947-2016. Member of the Black
Panther Party, held for 44 years as a political prisoner.
LOLITA LEBRON 1919-2010. Puerto Rican revolutionary and freedom fighter.
MOHAMAN KOTI 1926-2016. Held as a political prisoner for 36 years, mentor to other prisoners.
ABDULLAH MAJID 1950-2016. Member of the Black
Liberation Army and community activist, held for 33
years as a political prisoner.
LORRAINE MONTENEGRO 1943-2017. Leader of
United Bronx Parents Organization, advocate for
increased services for people with substance use
dependence.
KIILU NYASHA 1939-2018. Member of the Black
Panther Party, revolutionary journalist.
ZACHARY ONTIVEROS 1981-2015. Member of the
Oakland chapter of Critical Resistance, editor of The
Abolitionist Newspaper.
HUGO PINELL 1944-2015. Nicaraguan born US held
political prisoner held for 51 years, member of the San
Quentin 6, activist against solitary confinement.
GERONIMO JI JAGA PRATT 1947-2011. Member of the
Black Panther Party, former political prisoner.
ERIC QUEZADA 1966-2011. Immigrant, affordable
housing activist and advocate in the Mission, San
Francisco.
FILIBERTO OJEDA RÍOS 1933-2005. Member of the

CHARISSE SHUMATE 1955-2001. Activist for women’s health access inside California prisons.
FRANK “BIG BLACK” SMITH 1933-2004. Participant
in and survivor of the Attica Prison Rebellion of 1971,
leader in the Attica Brothers legal defense.
MARTIN SOSTRE 1923-2015. Prison activist, advocate
for the rights of fellow prisoners and anarchist.
LYNNE STEWART 1939-2017. Human rights attorney
and political prisoner.
IYA FULANI SUNNI-ALI 1948-2016. New Afrikan
Revolutionary nationalist and former political
prisoner.
MARTIN CETEWAYO TABOR 1946-2010, member of
the Black Panther Party, member of the Panther 21.
PIRI THOMAS 1928-2011. Puerto-Rican/Cuban cultural activist, poet.
JOHN TRUDELL 1946-2015. Poet and musician,
spokesperson for the 1969 occupation of Alcatraz by
Indians of All Tribes via Radio Free Alcatraz, served as
Chairman of the American Indian Movement (AIM).
HERMAN WALLACE 1942-2013. Member of the Black
Panther Party, member of the Angola 3.
ALBERT NUH WASHINGTON 1941-2000. Member
of the Black Panther Party and the Black Liberation
Army, held as a political prisoner for over 28 years.
ROBERT FRANKLIN WILLIAMS (1925-1996) and
MABEL WILLIAMS (1931-2014). Called for armed
self-defense against racist violence, the Klan and
police in Jim Crow North Carolina, forced into exile
in Cuba and China due to government repression,
broadcast “Radio Free Dixie” radio programs from
Cuba, distributed The Crusader magazine from exile.
JOHN C. WILLIAMS 1950-2016. Son of Robert F.
Williams and Mabel Williams.
RICHARD WILLIAMS 1947-2005. Life-long anti-imperialist and socialist, member of the United Freedom
Front, member of the Ohio 7.

MELENIE MAHINAMALAMALAMA ELENEKE
1959-2013. Transgender rights activist with TGI
Justice Project.
MUJAHID FARID 1949-2018. Former prisoner, founder of Release Aging People in Prison campaign.
HERMAN FERGUSON 1920-2014. Elder in the Black
Liberation struggle, member of the Muslim Mosque,
Inc. and the Organization of Afro-American Unity,
served as Minister of Education in the Provisional
Government of the Republic of New Afrika.

ROLAND FREEMAN 1946-2014. Member of the Black
Panther Party, co-executive producer of “41st and
Central the Untold Story of the L.A. Black Panthers.”
BASHIR HAMEED 1940-2008. Member of the Black
Panther Party and the Black Liberation Army, held for
27 years as a political prisoner.
EDDIE HATCHER 1948-2009. Native activist and advocate for the investigation of local government involvement in the drug trade, particularly affecting
Black and Brown communities.

Let’s Balance the
Scales: A Statement
from CR New York
City, February 2019
By Ron C. and Charlotte P.

A

bout two years ago, when we first started working together, we discussed an article in a magazine called
“DOCS TODAY.” That magazine was a highly circulated
prison periodical which boasted of the success of the
prison industrial complex (PIC). The February 1998 edition charged both that “Region reaps the benefits of inmates’ free labor” and “1st felony offender law should be
strengthened.” We mulled over the realization of how laws
are constructed to keep prisons at or above their capacity.
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melanie cervantes

ELDER FREEMAN 1945-2014. Former political prisoner, member of the Black Panther Party, founding
member of All of Us or None.

We also discussed the appearance of a concerted effort
to keep people in prison for capitalistic gains. Billions of
public funds are spent on constructing prisons and even
more resources are wasted on keeping them filled. All of
these expenditures come at great public and human expense. Considering this, it makes sense that the New York
State Parole Board Commissioners are ruthlessly denying
parole to eligible applicants. A blanket review of parole
board transcripts can settle any doubt of this fact. The experiences of many prove that the parole board commissioners are part of the financial and political profiteering
mechanism within the PIC— and that they work in concert to keep the prisons full.
Because of these reasons, this is a critical time. We must
resist now and we must fight this fight together. For without first-hand knowledge of what goes on inside the New
York State prison system, our chapter’s struggle for justice would be uninformed. Similarly, without the assistance and advocacy from all people on the outside, the
struggles for justice by those on the inside would be further quieted and repressed. It is imperative that we are

not alone as we struggle to balance the scales from both
ends. We must struggle for justice together.
Abuses that occur behind the prison walls are often only
addressed because of the advocacy and support from outside of prison walls. That intervention saves lives. This is
why it is crucial for us to establish inside/outside forms
of communication and friendships. With all that is going
on inside and outside of prison, we must bond to be a part
of the solution. In our experiences, had we not had the
inside/outside friendship that we have, much greater difficulties would have been in our paths.
And to you all we say: we need each other.
Ron C. is an organizer with the New York City Chapter,
a peer educator, and the founder of “Smart is the
New Tough” an educational empowerment program.
Charlotte P. is also an organizer with the New York City
Chapter and co-coordinates the chapter’s prison correspondence working group. Ron and Charlotte are
friends, working on the inside and outside to abolish the
prison industrial complex.
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A STATEMENT ON GENDER VIOLENCE AND
THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX (2001)
We call social justice movements to develop strategies and analysis that address both state AND interpersonal violence, particularly violence against women.
Currently, activists/movements that address state violence (such as anti-prison, anti-police brutality groups)
often work in isolation from activists/movements that
address domestic and sexual violence. The result is that
women of color, who suffer disproportionately from
both state and interpersonal violence, have become
marginalized within these movements. It is critical that
we develop responses to gender violence that do not depend on a sexist, racist, classist, and homophobic criminal justice system. It is also important that we develop
strategies that challenge the criminal justice system
and that also provide safety for survivors of sexual and
domestic violence. To live violence free-lives, we must
develop holistic strategies for addressing violence that
speak to the intersection of all forms of oppression.

think they can intervene in stopping violence is
to call the police. This reliance has shifted our
focus from developing ways communities can
collectively respond to violence.
In recent years, the mainstream anti-prison movement
has called important attention to the negative impact
of criminalization and the build-up of the prison industrial complex. Because activists who seek to reverse the
tide of mass incarceration and criminalization of poor
communities and communities of color have not always
centered gender and sexuality in their analysis or organizing, we have not always responded adequately to the
needs of survivors of domestic and sexual violence.
1.

Prison and police accountability activists have
generally organized around and conceptualized
men of color as the primary victims of state violence. Women prisoners and victims of police
brutality have been made invisible by a focus
on the war on our brothers and sons. It has failed
to consider how women are affected as severely
by state violence as men. The plight of women
who are raped by INS officers or prison guards,
for instance, has not received sufficient attention.
In addition, women carry the burden of caring
for extended family when family and community
members are criminalized and warehoused.
Several organizations have been established to
advocate for women prisoners; however, these
groups have been frequently marginalized within
the mainstream anti-prison movement.

The anti-violence movement has been critically important in breaking the silence around violence against
women and providing much-needed services to survivors. However, the mainstream anti-violence movement has increasingly relied on the criminal justice
system as the front-line approach toward ending violence against women of color. It is important to assess
the impact of this strategy.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Law enforcement approaches to violence against
women MAY deter some acts of violence in the short
term. However, as an overall strategy for ending
violence, criminalization has not worked. In
fact, the overall impact of mandatory arrests laws
for domestic violence have led to decreases in the
number of battered women who kill their partners
in self-defense, but they have not led to a decrease
in the number of batterers who kill their partners.
Thus, the law protects batterers more than it
protects survivors.
The criminalization approach has also brought
many women into conflict with the law, particularly women of color, poor women, lesbians, sex
workers, immigrant women, women with disabilities, and other marginalized women. For instance,
under mandatory arrest laws, there have been numerous incidents where police officers called to
domestic incidents have arrested the woman who
is being battered. Many undocumented women
have reported cases of sexual and domestic violence, only to find themselves deported. A tough
law and order agenda also leads to long punitive
sentences for women convicted of killing their batterers. Finally, when public funding is channeled
into policing and prisons, budget cuts for social
programs, including women’s shelters, welfare and
public housing are the inevitable side effect. These
cutbacks leave women less able to escape violent
relationships.
Prisons don’t work. Despite an exponential
increase in the number of men in prisons, women
are not any safer, and the rates of sexual assault
and domestic violence have not decreased.
In calling for greater police responses to and
harsher sentences for perpetrators of gender
violence, the anti-violence movement has fueled
the proliferation of prisons which now lock up
more people per capita in the U.S. than any other
country. During the past fifteen years, the numbers
of women, especially women of color in prison has
skyrocketed. Prisons also inflict violence on the
growing numbers of women behind bars. Slashing,
suicide, the proliferation of HIV, strip searches,
medical neglect and rape of prisoners has largely
been ignored by anti-violence activists. The
criminal justice system, an institution of violence,
domination, and control, has increased the level of
violence in society.
The reliance on state funding to support anti-violence programs has increased the professionalization of the anti-violence movement and alienated
it from its community-organizing, social justice
roots. Such reliance has isolated the anti-violence movement from other social justice movements that seek to eradicate state violence, such
that it acts in conflict rather than in collaboration
with these movements.
The reliance on the criminal justice system has
taken power away from women’s ability to organize collectively to stop violence and has invested
this power within the state. The result is that
women who seek redress in the criminal justice
system feel disempowered and alienated. It has
also promoted an individualistic approach toward
ending violence such that the only way people
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2.

3.

4.

5.

The anti-prison movement has not addressed
strategies for addressing the rampant forms of
violence women face in their everyday lives, including street harassment, sexual harassment at
work, rape, and intimate partner abuse. Until these
strategies are developed, many women will feel
shortchanged by the movement. In addition, by not
seeking alliances with the anti-violence movement,
the anti-prison movement has sent the message
that it is possible to liberate communities without
seeking the well-being and safety of women.
The anti-prison movement has failed to sufficiently organize around the forms of state violence faced by LGBTI communities. LGBTI street
youth and trans people in general are particularly
vulnerable to police brutality and criminalization.
LGBTI prisoners are denied basic human rights
such as family visits from same sex partners, and
same sex consensual relationships in prison are
policed and punished.
While prison abolitionists have correctly pointed
out that rapists and serial murderers comprise a
small number of the prison population, we have not
answered the question of how these cases should
be addressed. The inability to answer the question
is interpreted by many anti-violence activists as a
lack of concern for the safety of women.
The various alternatives to incarceration that have
been developed by anti-prison activists have generally failed to provide sufficient mechanism for safety and accoun tability for survivors of sexual and
domestic violence. These alternatives often rely
on a romanticized notion of communities, which
have yet to demonstrate their commitment
and ability to keep women and children safe or
seriously address the sexism and homophobia that
is deeply embedded within them.

We call on social justice movements concerned with
ending violence in all its forms to:
1.

Develop community-based responses to violence that do not rely on the criminal justice system AND which have mechanisms that ensure
safety and accountability for survivors of sexual
and domestic violence. Transformative practices

emerging from local communities should be documented and disseminated to promote collective responses to violence.
2.

Critically assess the impact of state funding
on social justice organizations and develop
alternative fundraising strategies to support these
organizations. Develop collective fundraising and
organizing strategies for anti-prison and antiviolence organizations. Develop strategies and
analysis that specifically target state forms of
sexual violence.

3.

Make connections between interpersonal violence, the violence inflicted by domestic state institutions (such as prisons, detention centers, mental
hospitals, and child protective services), and international violence (such as war, military base prostitution, and nuclear testing).

4.

Develop an analysis and strategies to end violence
that do not isolate individual acts of violence (either
committed by the state or individuals) from their
larger contexts. These strategies must address how
entire communities of all genders are affected in
multiple ways by both state violence and interpersonal gender violence. Battered women prisoners
represent an intersection of state and interpersonal violence and as such provide and opportunity for both movements to build coalitions and
joint struggles.

5.

Put poor/working class women of color in the
center of their analysis, organizing practices, and
leadership development. Recognize the role of economic oppression, welfare “reform,” and attacks on
women workers’ rights in increasing women’s vulnerability to all forms of violence and locate antiviolence and anti-prison activism alongside efforts
to transform the capitalist economic system.

6.

Center stories of state violence committed
against women of color in our organizing efforts.

7.

Oppose legislative change that promotes prison
expansion, criminalization of poor communities
and communities of color and thus state violence
against women of color, even if these changes also
incorporate measure to support victims of interpersonal gender violence.

8.

Promote holistic political education
at
the everyday level within our communities,
specifically how sexual violence helps reproduce
the colonial, racist, capitalist, heterosexist, and
patriarchal society we live in as well as how state
violence produces interpersonal violence within
communities.

9.

Develop strategies for mobilizing against sexism and homophobia within our communities in
order to keep women safe.

10. Challenge men of color and all men in social justice movements to take particular responsibility to address and organize around gender violence
in their communities as a primary strategy
for addressing violence and colonialism. We
challenge men to address how their own histories
of victimization have hindered their ability to
establish gender justice in their communities.
11.

Link struggles for personal transformation and
healing with struggles for social justice.

We seek to build movements that not only end violence,
but that create a society based on radical freedom, mutual accountability, and passionate reciprocity. In this
society, safety and security will not be premised on violence or the threat of violence; it will be based on a collective commitment to guaranteeing the survival and
care of all peoples.

Love and Protect: Reflection on the 18th Anniversary
of the INCITE!/CR Statement Against Gender
Violence and the Prison Industrial Complex
by Rachel Caidor
ighteen years ago, INCITE! and Critical Resistance
E
laid down a network of strong roots in the form of
the visionary Statement Against Gender Violence

and the Prison Industrial Complex. Those roots were
offshoots of and intertwined those planted over hundreds of years by feminist anti-violence, anti-prison
movement work in this country and beyond. Adrienne
Maree Brown and Shana Sassoon remind us that
strong trees weather storms when their roots grow intertwined with those of others. It is this interconnection that has helped us weather a myriad of storms that
have shifted the ground beneath us. We now live in a
country where hundreds of thousands of women and
femmes—an overwhelming number of whom are survivors of sexual and domestic violence—are incarcerated in prison or jails. We also live in a country whose
president speaks glibly about his entitlement to sexually abuse women and who actively rips apart families
inside and outside our borders. We also live in a country where black and brown grassroots advocates of all
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genders ousted a State’s Attorney in response to her
decades long record of protecting murderous police
officers while prosecuting victims of police sexual violence who defended themselves against the abuse. We
live in a country where conversations about police violence lift up the names of Sandra Bland and Rekia Boyd
as well as Mike Brown and Eric Garner. The INCITE!
and Critical Resistance Statement helped us understand the ground shifting beneath us 18 years ago and
keeps us rooted in a vision that promises liberation
for all. This Statement is as relevant today as it was 18
years ago. This statement is one of the strongest, deepest, most networked roots we have in our movements
to end both state and interpersonal violence.
Rachel Caidor is a proud member of Love and Protect, a Chicago based collective that provides material, emotional, social, and political support for incarcerated people of color who have been criminalized
for surviving and resisting domestic, sexual, trans/
homophobic, or state violence.
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Continued from page 3, “Toxic Prisons”

the fight around incarceration. That was the inspiration for us to include concerns around the endangered
Indiana bat in our public comments, to coordinate with
biologists and to conduct extensive wildlife research. We
found that the proposed Letcher County site was quite
close to the neighboring Lilley Cornett Woods, one of
the few remaining old growth forest ecosystems in the
country and especially the east coast. It’s an area that
is used by Eastern Kentucky University Environmental
Studies Programs for faculty and student research. This
habitat wasn’t even mentioned in the environmental impact statement—not even in the tangential cumulative
impact. So we put it on the table and we have been able
to bring in environmental groups who haven’t been involved in organizing against prisons, but who are very familiar with the environmental impact process. We have
involvement from some of the big groups like Sierra
Club, the Center for Biological Diversity, Earth Justice
and the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC).
These are environmental organizations that don’t typically want to have anything to do with grassroots organizers or direct action organizers like the Earth First! movement because we are seen as having fringe perspectives.
Through the last two decades of organizing, groups like
Critical Resistance have taken prison abolitiona from the
fringe to the center. Right now people are talking about
prisons and using abolitionist frameworks in mainstream circles. We saw this happening with the prison
strike organizing over the last two years and I think it exemplifies the fact that there is a space being developed
where ideas that had previously been relegated to the
sidelines are coming front and center. Pulling the environmental movement into that and directing resources
towards these sorts of fights is a huge step in creating
fundamental change.
CR: This leads into another question related to the environmental, social and economic exploitation that comes
with coal mining. I am wondering how a framing of toxicity helps us to understand the fight against prisons as an
environmental justice issue and vice versa. I am wondering too if there is any kind of irony in siting a prison on a
former mine site and if there is something deliberate to
that decision?
JS: It is entirely deliberate in the sense that those are
spaces that have been razed through mountaintop removal mining. These mountains have been decapitated
leaving flat land, which is at a bit of a premium in the
region because of the mountainous topography. And so
prisons and sometimes other things such as business
parks and housing developments are introduced as ways
to resolve the surplus land. This also gestures back to
your questions about environmental justice and public
health in pretty explicit ways. I spoke with two different
people during the course my research who said related
things on this topic. These are two people in two different
areas of Central Appalachia: one in south-west Virginia
who is a drug abuse counselor and the other from Martin
County which is two counties north from Letcher County
in Eastern Kentucky. Both in their respective ways said
that the construction prisons in their communities
represented just the next iteration of toxic development projects, as the prisons followed coal mines, coal
slurry impoundments, landfills or trash incinerators.
In Southwestern Virginia the person spoke to me about
how she saw a changing demographic in her clientele as
a drug abuse counselor when the two state prisons were
built in Southwest Virginia in the late 90s. To be explicit
she said she started seeing many more prison guards
who were struggling with addiction. Martin County is
infamous for being the site of the launch of the war on
poverty, but more recently, it was the site of a really horrendous coal slurry impoundment break that sent 306
million gallons of toxic coal sludge into the water tables
and down tributaries, which killed 1.6 million fish and
poisoned the water of 30,000 people. The EPA called it
“the worst environmental disaster ever in the southeast
United States”. That happened in 2000 just a few years
before USP Big Sandy was built. It was finished in 2003
or 2004 and is the most expensive federal prison ever
built, largely because of the extra remediation work
necessary to fix the fact that the prison was sinking into
the coal mine beneath it! Now, 55 years after the War on
Poverty was declared from the county and 15 years after
the most expensive federal prison was built, people in
Martin County still cannot drink or bathe in the water.
The money is there, it just lines the pockets of coal executives and is sunk into the infrastructures of extraction
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and captivity. People in Appalachia are already thinking
through these connections between prisons, environmental justice and public health because the history
and landscape reveal that these struggles are intimately
connected.
SR: Yes, health has been a really important frame for
connecting the movement against mountaintop removal
mining to work being done against prison building. The
fight against mountaintop removal mining mobilized
around the idea of Appalachia being used as a national
sacrifice zone. So, now, as the coal companies are leaving and prisons are being built on top of this “sacrificed
land,” we can see clearly how prison building is consolidating the crises of both urban and rural America. It
is really important to think about how prison siting in
Appalachia is beneficial to coal companies. These companies use prisons as a rationale for how this barren,
flat land is now benefiting the region by providing cheap
and available land for new prisons. Furthermore, prison
building can save companies from having to pay the full
“reclamation” cost of restoring a mountain to its original
contour, as required by law, if a prison will make use of
the flat land. Thus it is entirely working in the coal companies’ interests to have prisons built on these sites. The
local campaign against USP Letcher is using the frame
#Our444Million (Letcher is estimated to cost $444 million to build), which is importantly not a NIMBY (not in
my backyard) response to this prison at all, but rooted in
part in the long history of regional resistance to absentee corporate control of Appalachia. #Our444Million is
about demanding community controlled investment in
a healthy and just future for Appalachia, one that is not
built on fossil fuels or incarceration. Folks are saying that
we need investment in our community to help heal from
and restore these toxic sites, which have had devastating health impacts on coalfield communities. When you
build a prison there, money is directed towards further
toxicity and away from the huge need to deal with the
devastation left behind by mountaintop removal mining.
PT: I want to think about prisons within the framework
of industrial extraction. Instead of extracting resources
from underground, they are extracting people from
their neighborhoods and communities (largely inner city
communities that have been historically targeted by the
criminal justice system) and shipping them to rural prisons. It is essentially an extractive process of pulling people out of neighborhoods and creating an industry that
serves political and commercial interests. Congressman
Hal Rogers (US House Republican, Kentucky) put forward contracts at Letcher as political favors or payback
to contractors even though the Department of Justice
maintains that USP Letcher is no longer necessary. It’s
already being viewed as a way to provide kickbacks to
companies, ignoring the local labor pool in Letcher
county, and going to major contractors in the region or
nationally. The prison serves the interests, even some of
the same families, of those who benefited from the coal
mining that occurred on that very mountain.
In the national context, it is not rare that a prison is built
on a mine or near a sludge pond. We have been documenting this same pattern state by state, through public records requests, communication with prisoners
and pouring over local newspapers. It’s unfortunately
the norm to treat people in prison as disposable and to
put them in places that are considered sacrifice zones.
The Realignment Act, although imperfect, forced the
California Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections
to revisit whether or not it was capable and competent
enough to provide basic mental health treatment for people in its custody. We need to counter the tough on crime
rhetoric and point to state agencies as the real culprit in
this wrong. Environmental Justice and health provides a
vehicle for that in a way that has not been utilized as effectively as it could be.
CR: That is a really great point. I wanted to point out that
one thing that happened that with realignment was that
some of the money and resources was shifted to municipalities and counties so that the response to overcrowding and poor healthcare was not to release people, but
to just lock them up in county jails. This prompted a jail
building boom around the state. Not surprisingly, many
have been sited in places that are already toxic. In addition counties became responsible for the huge number
of people with mental health challenges who are locked
up. So for instance, the LA County Jail system is the biggest provider of mental health services in the county. So,
that is just a note around realignment that any shifting of
responsibility from one state agent to another in regards

Last question. Whether or not the EJ movement mentions
policing and imprisonment at all, is the EJ movement explicitly or implicitly against prisons and policing?
CG: I teach a course on-line to young political organizers and talked about the INICTE!-CR statement a couple
of weeks ago. In prepping for this call, I was thinking
about what a statement like that would have looked
like if it were Environmental Justice organizers and
CR sitting down and hammering out that kind of deep,
thoughtful, forward looking, self-critical statement and
it reminded me of some of the work that came out of
Berkeley Criminology (back when there was a Berkeley
Criminology). The work called into question common
sense understandings of what crime was or wasn’t or
what dangerous crime was as opposed to petty crime and
pointed out that corporations or individuals who work
for corporations might be breaking laws and by doing so,
killing a lot of people. However, they weren’t being seen
as dangerous or serious criminals and in many cases
they weren’t thought of as criminals at all. What would
a statement about avoiding violence and repairing the
harm of violence look like if rather than going into it with
INCITE!’s interpersonal violence frame, we thought of
it as social violence or state violence? The confluence of
abolition and environmental justice might be able to create something like that INCITE!-CR statement about the
work that we have to do over the next generation to find
the common ground between these two fights, which
isn’t necessarily well seen in either camp. I think that
the language of INCITE! has in a very healthy way come
to dominate a lot of abolitionist discussion, when we are
talking about reducing or eliminating harm such that
we have options other than state or police intervention.
What does that look like when we are talking about state
or corporate violence and not simply interpersonal violence? This is a place where we have a lot to learn from
the Environmental Justice movement because basically
that is what their work is about. It is about coming to the
understanding of where harm comes from and also using either shared harm or vulnerability to shared harm
as a way to create solidarity and move people forward
politically.
SR: And in a lot of ways the organizing happening in
Appalachia right now is at the frontline of those questions and intersections, and is critically linked to organizing happening in other locations. Building from the
frame of healing and harm reduction, I think the future
of this multi-sited organizing has the opportunity to powerfully connect the principles of restorative justice to
demands for a restorative economy; a system that is not
built on layers of toxicity, but one that invests in healing
people and places in multiple locations.
Craig Gilmore is a member of the CR Community
Advisory Board, a co-founder of California Prison
Moratorium Project and a former member of Central
California Environmental Justice Network.
Emily Posner is an attorney with expertise in criminal
defense, civil rights and environmental justice. She
currently works with the public interest law firm, the
Abolitionist Law Center.
Sylvia Ryerson is a radio producer and PhD student in
American Studies at Yale University. From 2010-2015,
she worked at Appalshop, a documentary arts center
in Central Appalachia. She co-directed the production
of Calls from Home, a nationally recognized radio program that broadcasts toll-free phone messages from
family members to their loved ones incarcerated in rural Appalachia, and organized against prison expansion in Eastern Kentucky and for a just transition from
coal extraction. She co-convenes the carceral state
working group at Yale University.
Judah Schept is an Associate Professor in the School
of Justice Studies at Eastern Kentucky University. He
is the author of Progressive Punishment: Job Loss, Jail
Growth, and the Neoliberal Logic of Carceral Expansion (New York University Press, 2015). He is currently
working on a book tentatively titled Cages in the Coalfields: Extraction and Disposal in Carceral Appalachia,
which examines the growth and role of prisons in Central Appalachia. He is a longtime member of Critical
Resistance.
Panagioti Tsolkas is a founder/coordinator of the
Campaign to Fight Toxic Prisons, a former editor of
the Earth First! Journal, a direct action trainer and a
father of two.

a world without cages. It is necessary to push for the The Los Angeles Critical Resistance Chapter is currently
abolition of policing by showing the systemic issues that based out of Chucos in Inglewood.
all go into the carceral state.

The LA Chapter works to put on events that connect
different communities with the abolitionist vision,
offering up space for people to share and learn. These
events are important ways to engage with varying
groups and struggles, connecting with the many sites of
n 2018/2019, our main focus has been making sure resistance that exist in the Southern California region.
no more jails are being built in Los Angeles County.
The two proposed jails were for a new womxn’s facility The historical legacy and lineage of prison industrial
and consolidated correctional treatment facility, or a complex abolition is inspiring. In engaging with this
“mental health” jail. This focus has taken many avenues; history–both recent and past–we have been able to feel
from pursuing an abolitionist path with mental health connected and situated in the larger vision of liberation
providers, to being a part of the JusticeLA Coalition, and and to feel a deep solidarity and commitment to liberation
influencing the board of supervisors to reject these plans. for all. In continuing to struggle within this realm, we
On February 12, 2019, the Board of Supervisors voted have met and shared with many people doing the work in
against the jail construction at the Mira Loma site but the current context. We have formed essential bonds that
went ahead to sign the contract for CCTF. Even though are propelling the movement forward. In meeting all of
they have claims of “not wanting another jail in LA”, these amazing people, the power of abolition has become
we realize the work is far from over in pushing towards tangible.
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to issues related to the prison industrial complex is going
to produce the same results.

CRLA members at the Mama's Day Action,
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ABOLITION IN ACTION
New York Jail fight Heats Up!
Despite widespread popular opposition to jail
expansion by New Yorkers most impacted by the
Prison Industrial Complex, mayor Bill de Blasio still
continues to promote his plan for four new “boroughbased” jails. He has done so under the guise of
“closing” the horrific and infamous Rikers Island,
which is alleged to be replaced by these four new
jails. Despicable, right? In response, abolitionists are
arguing that Rikers be shut down immediately and NO
NEW JAILS should be built. In fact, a dynamic citywide
coalition of community organizers are demanding
the city government end its desired jail expansion
altogether. Over the last several months, such activists
and neighborhood leaders have come together
in numerous convergences, disrupting townhall
meetings, holding press conferences, and engaging in
on-the-ground campaigns building against de Blasio’s
racist penal-expansionist policies. The No New Jails
NY movement is arguing that the city invest instead in
providing life-affirming services and the reduction of
policing and carceral infrastructure. Also in NYC, the
Metropolitan Detention Center (Brooklyn) has been
the site of contestation and major outside protests,
after a series of widely publicized abuses and instances
of neglect, jail administrators holding prisoners at
freezing, death-inducing temperatures. These abuses
have been framed by many abolitionists as an entry
point into creating larger public conversation about
how such violence is inherent to sites of imprisonment
in general, and MDC is a microscopic example of a
larger systemic problem.
Cyntoia Brown Granted Clemency, result of 10year struggle
After 15 years of incarceration for defending her life,
Cyntoia Brown is finally released. Tennessee Gov. Bill
Haslam commuted her sentence following ongoing
public support for her freedom. She was “free’d”
on August 7, 2019, and is now on parole for another
ten years. On the subject, Survived and Punished’s
Mariame Kaba says, “I think some things that people
probably know intuitively is that black children don’t
get to be children. There’s a kind of adultification of
children, particularly black children and children of
color. So, Cyntoia, at 16, wasn’t seen as a young person;
she was seen as an adult already, basically. And they
put her on trial as an adult…she ends up in a situation
where she has got to figure out if she’s going to, you
know, take—potentially put herself at risk of dying or
if she’s going to take action. She chooses to take action.
She’s punished for it. So, she’s punished, basically,
for survival.” Brown’s fight for freedom and the
struggle that remains for thousands of incarcerated
survivors is paramount for abolitionist to learn from.
Strong defense committees are an effective tool for
resisting the prison regime and growing abolitionist
consciousness through diligent publicity.
Historic Victory in Los Angeles, Jail Plans
Rendered Obsolete
A statewide coalition of activists and community
organizations just won a decade-long struggle to
oppose the construction of a new jail in Los Angeles,
California. The plans were announced ended in
February 2019, and the win has sent vibrations of
energy throughout the outside movement. Prison
activist communities should be taking the lessons of
this coalition and applying them to struggles against
jail and prison construction in other regions where
statewide organization for solidarity is necessary.
Hundreds of Palestinian Prisoners Launch
Protest and Hunger Strike
Approximately 1,200 Palestinians imprisoned in
the Zionist Ofer Prison launched an open-ended
hunger strike in February, in protest against the
occupation’s abusive violations and harassment,
Shehab News Agency reported. 150 Palestinian
prisoners were wounded when Israel’s Special
Military Police took siege of Ofer Prison, leaving 6
prisoners with fractures, 40 wounded, with others
suffering injuries from rubber bullets and tear gas. In
response to the settler state’s crackdown, prisoners
have continuously been refusing to eat and rejecting
offers by administrators, unless prisoners (and

their advocates) were represented in the meetings.
In other news, Palestinian revolutionary, Khalida
Jarrar has been released after 20 months in a Zionist
prison. Jarrar, of the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine (PFLP), continues to speak out about
the cruel methods that Israeli forces use to police
Palestinian prisoners daily.
End Money Bond Movement Going Strong in
Several Sates
Chicago and New York are two key cities in the struggle
the end cash bail, but a nationwide movement has
been at it and increasing in numbers for some time.
Chicago anti-prison activists, in the closing months
of 2018, held several consecutive demonstrations,
including an action occupation of the lobby room at
Cook County courthouse. New York activists on the
other hand have been actively working to frame their
campaigns in terms of a “non-reformist reform”
demand, as the potential that ending such bail
practices hold includes the freeing of hundreds of
captives.
A Momentous National Struggle for Prisoner
Voting Rights Is In The Works
The anonymous and steadily growing Jailhouse
Lawyers Speak network (shorthand JLS) is building
momentum in its grassroots-supported Right 2 Vote
campaign. Their organizing is importantly “strategic.”
While the group is abolitionist in its long-term vision,
they organize among a coalition of organizations
ranging from liberal reformist to radical grassroots
action organizations, who are fighting for the legal
right of imprisoned peoples to participate in electoral
politics. While some might try to argue that this is a
reformist struggle at base, it goes without question
that the efforts to give our loved ones in prisons and
jails the right to vote enables a new base for local
interventions in the municipal machinery of the
prison industrial complex. It is what Ruthie Wilson
Gilmore would call a “non-reformist reform” initiative
that furthers the longer-term project PIC abolition. It
is also a national struggle that for many years has been
led by other national organizations of imprisoned and
formerly-imprisoned community organizers, All of Us
Or None.
Update on Vaughn Uprising Trials in Delaware
In Delaware, 2017, prisoners at Vaughn Correctional
Building C took over the facility and held several
guards & a counselors hostage while demanding
improvements to poor and abusive living conditions.
The courts have recently dropped charges against
most of the remaining defendants in the Vaughn
murder trials. Prosecutors will proceed with charges
against three of the nine inmates left to stand trial
after securing just one murder conviction so far.
Solidarity to the remaining defendants. All power to
the people!
Queens DA Accountability Coalition Waging
Strong Resistance
Bill Perry writes, “Dozens of justice reform advocates
spent much of Martin Luther King Jr. Day rallying on
the steps in front of the Queens Criminal Court in Kew
Gardens Monday. Braving freezing temperatures,
a new coalition of grassroots organizations and
advocates from around the five boroughs announced
on Jan. 21 the launch the Queens for DA Accountability
Coalition in order to fight for decarceration and
radical reforms in Queens, now that Queens District
Attorney Richard Brown has announced he won’t
seek re-election to an eighth term in office. Queens
is the fourth-largest county in the United States,
with the largest immigrant population, and activists
point to Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s
shocking upset in last June’s Democratic Primary—
when she defeated incumbent Congressman Joseph
Crowley, the 4th ranking Democrat in the House
of Representatives—as a historic grassroots win to
build on.” (QNS) Queens for DA Accountability is a
network of community activists centering black and
brown, TGNC, immigrant/migrant, indigenous and
other communities most violently impacted by the
PIC. The decarceration of Queens, NY is hoped to be
achieved by holding its District Attorney and other
elected officials accountable to the demands of the

people, reducing immediate harm while also fighting
to dismantle the broader carceral state.
Uprisings Continue to Shake U.S. Prison
Administrations
Prisoner direct action revolts have been confirmed in
numerous locations so far this year, with over seven
noted including, March 11, 2019 Uprising at Maui
Community Correctional Center, Hawaii; March 8,
2019: Uprising at Crawford County Detention Center,
Arkansas; March 4, 2019: Uprising at The Hills Youth
and Family Services, Minnesota; January 30, 2019:
Attack on Guards at Elmira Correctional Facility, New
York; January 20, 2019: Uprising at Lee County Juvenile
Detention Center, Iowa; January 6, 2019: Attack on
Guard at California Substance Abuse Treatment
Facility and State Prison, Corcoran.
Hunger Strikes Continue to Spread Like Wildfire
Building momentum after last year’s nationwide
prison strike and a spate of uprisings in the closing
weeks of last year, 2019 has seen a surge in the
use of hunger strikes as a broadly-applied tactic
for challenging prison officials, rendering abuse
visible, and demanding immediate changes to prison
conditions. Recent actions of the sort can been seen
challenging the capitalist-police state’s authority
in several locations including, “February 15, 2019:
Hunger Strike at Suffolk County House of Corrections,
Massachusetts; February 9, 2019: Hunger Strike at
Yuba County Jail, California; February 2, 2019: Hunger
Strike at Tabor Correctional Institution; February
1, 2019: Food Strike at Coyote Ridge Corrections
Center, Washington; January 25, 2019: Hunger Strike
at Western Women’s Correctional Facility, New
Mexico; January 20, 2019: January 14, 2019: Hunger
Strike at Metropolitan Correctional Center, New
York; January 9, 2019: Hunger Strike at California
State Prison, Corcoran, California; January 2, 2019:
Hunger Strike at Polk Correctional Institution,
North Carolina; January 1, 2019 (exact date unknown):
Hunger Strike at El Paso Processing Center, Texas.”
An interesting thing to consider alongside these more
well-publicized actions are the likely hundreds, if not
thousands, more people around the country involving
themselves in smaller acts of food and “nutrition”
refusal, sometimes as individuals or in groups as
small as two. Another important point to emphasize is
how prisoner hunger strikes are not just performative
actions used to achieve short-term objectives. The
principled self-deprivation of food and nutrition is
foremost experienced as a “life or death” struggle. In
many instances, such acts of refusal symbolize the
prisoner’s last chance to die with dignity in the face of
utter dehumanization and state-enforced social death.
Haitian Prisoners Escape Captivity in a Joyous
Blast of Freedom
78 inmates held in a prison in southern Haiti have
escaped from captivity. The detainees reportedly
made their escape from Aquin prison while police
were distracted by the massive anti-government
protests sweeping the country by storm. A reminder
that these violent structures of captivity will fall down.
Freedom will come. We cannot tolerate this fascist
system any longer.
New Project Maps Prisoner Resistance
Perilous Chronicle (http://perilouschronicle.com) is a
new digital research project that seeks to document
all acts of prisoner unrest across the US and Canada
from 2010 through the present. The site already
reports on over 200 instances of prisoner unrest over
that time period, and we are always looking to add
additional events. If you have information that you
would like to contribute to the project, you can reach
them at perilouschronicle@protonmail.com or send
us a letter to P.O. Box 381, Tucson, AZ 85702. If you
have information about prison resistance that meets
the criteria for their site, please write to them with as
much information and documentation as possible.
Please note that outgoing mail may be monitored and
do not send information that may be incriminating
to yourself or others. Perilous is a volunteer-run
collective and is unable to guarantee a response to
your letter.

S up por t Critical
Res i s ta n c e a n d S ub s c r i b e t o T h e A bol it ion ist !
Your subscription helps us to send the paper to over 5,500 prisoners for free.
q $10 for 3 issues (3 prisoners get a free year’s subscription)
q $20-$50 for 3 issues (6-16 prisoners get a free subscription)
Name ______________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Billing Address (if different) _________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

q Please charge my credit or debit card.
Credit card type: ___________________________________________________________
Credit card number: _______________________________________________________
Expiration date:
CSV:
Phone:
Email:
(please complete all fields)
q

I have enclosed a check payable to Critical Resistance.

q Yes, please send me email updates!
Email address: _____________________________________________________________
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A Statement from
CR Oakland,
February 2019
By Jon F. and Jess H.

he Oakland chapter was formed shortly after the
T
first Critical Resistance conference held in Berkeley,
California in 1998. Since its founding, the chapter has

been a part of many local and statewide abolitionist
campaigns, starting with the Stop Delano II campaign,
which aimed to halt California’s (CA) prison building
boom and stop the construction of a second state prison
in Delano. This campaign joined environmental justice
strategies with anti-prison strategies, resulting in a now
long-standing and well developed relationship between
the movement to reduce prison size or abolish prisons
and the environmental justice movement, especially in
the San Joaquin Valley. While the Delano II prison was
ultimately built, it was the last in CA’s construction boom,
in which CA built about 1.5 prisons a year between 1983
and 1999.

Following 2008, CR-Oakland and All of Us or None
developed the Plan for a Safer Oakland, a platform based
on the three pillars of 1) Invest in People, Not Police and
Prisons, 2) Stand Up for Youth, and 3) Re-entry Support
for People Coming Home from Prisons. Plan for a Safer
Oakland served as a radical foundation to unite antipolicing and anti-prison work in Oakland and advanced the
now-national Ban the Box campaign. Building off the Plan
for a Safer Oakland in 2010, CR-Oakland and All of Us
or None ignited the Stop the Injunctions campaign and
helped build the Stop the Injunctions Coalition (STIC),
which fully defeated Oakland’s gang injunctions–the first
grassroots victory against gang injunctions in the country.
Following the guidance of STIC, CR-Oakland began an
anti-policing initiative called Oakland Power Projects to
build up safe and self-determined communities that feel
empowered to end their reliance on policing. Towards this
goal, we have partnered with community health workers
to offer Know Your Options workshops that skill people up
to separate health care access and policing.

Today, we continue to fight against the building of new
cages with the No New SF Jail Coalition which has brought
jail expansions to a standstill in San Francisco for the past
six years. We are still working to close the seismically
unsafe jail at 850 Bryant and win investment in real
solutions for public safety that don’t cage and criminalize
Related to these anti-expansion goals, CR-Oakland helped the most vulnerable.
cofound Californians United for a Responsible Budget
(CURB) in 2003 to starve the California prison system Since 2013, we have also been organizing against police
of millions of dollars intended for new cages. CURB is militarization through the Stop Urban Shield coalition.
now a statewide coalition of 70 grassroots organizations We had a nationally significant victory in 2018 when
working to reduce the number of people in prisons and our pressure compelled the Alameda County Board of
jails, the number of prisons and jails in the state, and shift Supervisors to vote to stop hosting Urban Shield—the
state and local spending from corrections and policing to largest SWAT team training and weapons expo in the
human services.
world.

We’re making big moves as part of the national
organization! With the support of a generous donor in
2018, CR purchased an Oakland building that will become
a new home for our chapter and our movement allies. We
are busy planning renovations for an anticipated 2020
move-in date.
In December, we celebrated Critical Resistance’s 20th
anniversary with a 700-person event that looked back on
two decades of struggle, reflected on current organizing
campaigns, and imagined the world we want to build. We
are encouraged by the growth of the prison industrial
complex abolitionist movement in the Bay Area and
beyond.

CR Oakland members and the No New SF Jail Coalition

Call for art
You can support CR’s campaigns and projects with your artistic skills. We are always in need
of fresh and vibrant images to help communicate our messages. Will you help make abolition
common sense? Please send us your artwork! Use the messages below as themes. You can
include the words in the image or just use them as inspiration:

• Invest in People, Not Police and Prisons
• Our Passion for Freedom is Stronger than
Their Walls
• Toward Liberation
• Freedom
• Self-actualization, Self-determination
• The People United Will Never Be Defeated

•
•
•
•

No New Jails!
Bring Our Loved Ones Home
Stronger Communities are Possible
Build Solidarity and Power with
Imprisoned People
• Heathcare, Not Policing!
• Political Education and Study Builds Power

Please send your work to:
Critical Resistance
Attention: Artwork
1904 Franklin St #504
Oakland, CA 94612
*We value your contribution. Please indicate if you would like to be credited if we print your work.
If so, how? (Name; Name + Mailing Address; Name + Prison; Anonymous; etc.)
CRLA No More Jails Poster

Conferences As A Vehicle for Abolitionist Organizing
by Casey Goonan

I

n a December 2018 webinar hosted by Critical Resistance,
several co-founding members reflected on their
participation in and experience with organizing national
gatherings at the turn of the 21st century. Speakers in the
webinar included Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Craig Gilmore,
Dylan Rodríguez, Melissa Burch, and Rachel Herzing. The
conversation was facilitated by CR national member Jess
Heaney, and a Q&A closed the session out. This short essay
reflects some initial takeaway points from the discussion
and asks further questions with regard to the need for
conferences in the present and future. It’s a somewhat
disorganized essay and is certainly not an exhaustive survey
of the history under consideration.
Since the early 19th century, conferences have served as
an important vehicle for building large-scale movements
against racist state terror and violence for oppressed and
resisting peoples all over the world. Many forget that
in the most turbulent decades of the U.S. anti-slavery
movement, Black abolitionists held several historic
mass convenings. At the National Negro Conventions of
the 1830s and 1840s, for instance, decisive shifts were
galvanized in the era’s public debates regarding antislavery strategy and tactics, creating ripple effects in the
popular mood toward more militant styles of practicing
abolitionism.
Moving into the 20th century, we see a long record of
conferences providing the grounds for international
organizing against imperialism and the transmission of
revolutionary teachings between a range of oppressed
nations demanding liberation from European and
Euro-American rule. Every iteration of the Communist
International was punctuated by some sort of mass
organizational convening. The emergence of PanAfricanism can in many ways be traced along the nodal
points of the movement’s central world gatherings. The
Bandung Conference brought revolutionaries from
vastly disparate sectors of the mass struggle together in
1955, formulating a sense of “Third World” identity and
coherence as a movement in the process. In the mid 20th
century United States, the Black Panther Party spearheaded
numerous different convenings, including neighborhoodspecific “Community Survival Conferences” as well as a
nationwide “United Conference Against Fascism.” The list
can endlessly go on.
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Echoing a sentiment expressed by Ruth Wilson Gilmore in
the webinar’s intro, the conference setting provides what
might be called a “zone of intentional convergence”—a
manufactured realm in which collectives of individuals and
groups of like-mind and political affinity can congregate
to effectively reframe their collaborative vision and
goals, to realize a clearer sense of identity and purpose,
and to cultivate new intimacies in the course of struggle
that were prior unbeknownst. The basic importance of
the conference as a tool for building mass movements is
in its capacity to breakdown the sense of isolation that
characterizes the historical struggles of the deprived,
exploited, and oppressed. Conferences are envisaged by
many as sites where potential bonds between co-strugglers
can be cultivated and nourished, as they provide an
intentional face-to-face context for such bonds to be tended
to. Moreover, a renewal of organizing commitments and an
energizing boost in morale is often injected into a reeling
movement as its participants thoughtfully and reflexively
pause to assemble.
For those who are unaware, the history of Critical
Resistance—both as an organization and framework for
empowering community struggles against the PIC—is
commonly told through a story of four landmark national
conferences. The first conference in 1998 marks the most
widely commemorated and studied of these four gatherings,
“Critical Resistance: Beyond the Prison Industrial
Complex,” held in Oakland, California. This convening
established a jumping-off-point for the organization to
grow its broader networks and allowed for the concepts
informing CR’s practice to return home with groups all
over the United States, even internationally to some extent.
Two major gatherings were to be organized shortly after: a
2001 convening at Columbia University dubbed “CR East”
(in New York City); followed quickly by the 2003 assembly
“CR South,” hosted in New Orleans. More recent was the
2008 gathering for “CR10,” held in Oakland—a tremendous
10th anniversary conference that brought thousands of
abolitionists together to pause and reflect on the first decade
of CR’s work and its role within the broader movement to
abolish the prison industrial complex.
Organizing through a recurring conference model has,
according to Marge Frantz and Cassandra Shaylor (2000),
impactful “programmatic implications.” The momentary
occasion for pause that defines the conference setting serves

as a tangible anchoring tool for movements with long-term
perspectives on social transformation, as conferences lead
often to more permanent forms of organization, and followup gatherings stem from the contacts established and
subsequently acted on in its aftermath. With this in mind,
publications produced as the outcome of a conference are
a factor to duly consider, as the lessons learned in these
zones of convergence are subsequently trafficked out into
the public discourse and inform our worlds in variable
new ways. This shows us that the conference does not stop
once the event itself is over, as ideas that were formulated
in the room do ultimately flood into the popular ideological
terrain.

Critical Resistance Southern Conference and Strategy Session 2003 Poster

As Dylan Rodríguez explains, the first CR conference in 1998
was imperative for several reasons. Some worth mentioning
include how the space of the convening produced a
consensus around the idea that the PIC was indeed
operating as intended rather than a system that is broken.
This corrective to mainstream reformist perspective is
common knowledge for millions today, yet at the time it was
a notion that hardly circulated outside of particular activist
communities. The conference then held a key function in
terms of political education, “circulating and popularizing a
critical and accessible rhetoric of the PIC” that is speakable
regardless of educational training or literacy background.
The 1998 conference was equally special in revitalizing
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and calibrating an “abolitionist” conception of struggle
and transformation, resituating prison abolition in a
perspective that was principally anti-racist, feminist, anticapitalist, and international in perspective.
Above all, Rodríguez notes in the webinar how a sense of
intimacy between attendees may have been the most vital
result of the conference space—a mass feeling of intimacy
cultivated between movement “elders,” “survivors of
systemic, state and interpersonal violence,” “burned out
activists,” “faith communities,” “educators,” and others,
which was then trafficked outside of the convergence
space. This cross-generational cadre of feminist and queer
leadership of color that organized the conference alone was
an historic occasion, cutting against the grain of common
misconceptions that the prison struggle is solely a fight of
and for men or the “masculine.”
Following the 1998 convening, Craig Gilmore describes
the situation of the organization in the aftermath of the
conference as momentarily paused; noting how there were
two immediate problems the organization faced. First,
what was necessary for CR was not only that it hosted a
conference but that the networks established in the initial
convergence continued to work together in the form of an
abolitionist campaign. Second, it was quickly realized that
the amount of labor, time, and resources that it would take
for the development of such a campaign was likely to match
what was expended by the organization in the planning of its
1998 conference. Questions emerged surrounding whether
or not the same peoples and group infrastructure that

were interrogated as the key technologies that facilitate
the capture of Black, Indigenous, and other criminalized
populations.
The utility of the recurring conference model is thus in
its time-tested capacity to sustain the internal cohesion
of a movement and provide the occasion for necessary
changes and shared ideological shifts among (potential)
co-strugglers who are separated by circumstance and
geography. CR East brought together a far-reaching range
of people who prior may have never imagined they would be
participating in a movement for PIC abolition for a face-toface discussion on growing PIC abolition. This is a process
that Herzing describes as CR’s “seeding” of abolitionist
work throughout the region: the planting of seeds of
knowledge, resources, tools, skills, and lessons that then
could, with the adequate follow through and nourishing,
could grow a movement to abolish the prison industrial
complex throughout these regions.
This practice of regional seeding would also continue in
the years to come, with 2003 marking the year of CR’s third
convening. Melissa Burch notes in her report back from
the convening how this Southern regional conference
hosted approximately 3000 people across twelve states,
held in New Orleans. Its purpose was, Burch notes “to
build the movement to abolish the PIC in the South”, whilst
“continuing to build CR as a national organization.” There
was a sense that much of the national organization, its
vision and process internal to CR on a national scale and
beyond “didn’t quite capture the particular issues and
politics specific to the South, as a region.”
The idea behind CR South was thus to bring visibility to the
particularity of Southern regional struggles against the
PIC, and the organizing for the conference as Burch notes
was “years in the making.” These are the most profound
points of emphasis: that organizers quietly took their time.
Organizers of the conference practiced a more calculated,
methodological, and intimate approach to building the unity
of peoples that was to congregate in 2003. Burch mentions
how organizers called people on the phone regularly. They
did not use email as the central medium of communication
between organizers. Instead, organizers traveled to meet
potential attending local collectives in person, hosting
workshops and teach-ins, discussion sessions, speaking
tours, and more.
The goal was essentially to visit people in their own spaces
and generate a shared analysis of the PIC in the region
through the process. More time was dedicated toward
nurturing an abolitionist sensibility amongst participants
by focusing on the relationships that preceded the planned
convergence. These are all things that both Herzing and
Burch explain in their recounting of CR South’s backstory:
“A lot of effort was put into recruiting people to come and
making sure they felt connected and invested before they
got there and making it possible for folks to come,” and
logistically, the conference organizers “worked really
hard to figure out peoples accommodations,” including
considerations of planning carpools, housing, and food.

Critical Resistance: Beyong the Prison Industrial Complex 1998 Poster

mobilized for the conference planning should be the same
people involved in CR’s organizing campaigns.
After the 1998 conference, Gilmore notes, Rose Braz
became the first campaign director for CR and the
organization eventually gained its first major victory halting
the building of a second prison in Delano, California. This
would not have been possible without a small conference
convened at Fresno State University, called “Joining
Forces: Environmental Justice and the fight against prison
expansion,” in February 2001. That same year, and in fact
the very next month, the second major national gathering
of CR took place, this time with a strategic emphasis on
region-specific approaches to growing abolition. Rachel
Herzing appears to acknowledge how the concept of
“regional conferences” came to the fore, as a means to put
forward the ideas and charges that were raised in the ‘98
conference. From this came “Critical Resistance East,” the
geographic reach of its participants and organizers ranged
from Maine to Pennsylvania all the way down to Maryland.
The idea behind the CR East convening was to strengthen
the ways grassroots communities of struggle thought about
the PIC, “thinking about applications of CR’s framework
regionally” which attendees then could incorporate into
their work, in ways they saw most useful or fit. Herzing
notes how the conference had somewhere around 2000
participants and was organized by a small group of people.
About seven people with a broad array of volunteers.
Modeled largely on the ’98 meeting, the advances during
this second conference are necessary to note. Herzing
explains how one of the most innovative features of the CR
conferences was the level of “inside-outside” participation,
achieved to the extent that the existing technology made
available.
While the 1998 conference featured readings of letters
and the sharing of statements by incarcerated people, and
its program featured the writings of political prisoners and
prisoners of war (giving their own takes on the potential
of a conference and reflections on their experiences as
revolutionaries doing movement work behind bars), CR
East, pushed the bounds of inside participation further
utilizing new technology to enable the video participation
of imprisoned speakers. Herzing also notes how policing
and surveillance became centerpieces of the analysis in
this second convening. The prison industrial complex
was unpacked as the broader system of violence we all
(albeit differently) inhabit, and policing and surveillance
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To paraphrase George Jackson, “Where the conditions
for revolution do not exist, they must be manufactured.”
And by the year 2003, the approach to movement-building
that Critical Resistance was experimenting with can be
described as manufacturing an abolitionist culture of
resistance along three general lines of tactical significance.
On one hand, the organization mobilized through grassroots
organizing campaigns carried out by local chapters
scattered mostly in the United States, with international
analogs. These campaigns intend to strengthen the work of
community groups and activists who were already at work
on the issues of state violence specific to their home regions.
Some members describe this supporting function as a type
of infrastructure for bolstering community organizing at
the local level, a framework that might guide and inform
but never override the activism already going on in these
different geographies. Beyond an organization, Critical
Resistance was thus also consolidating as a “concept”—
adaptable, applicable to a far-range of possible struggles in
different geographical contexts.
On the other hand, CR understood early the imperatives
of abolitionist “consciousness raising” through public
education projects, injecting a radical analysis of the PIC
into the public discourse at multiple institutional sites and
on numerous social scales. Truly multi-sited activism, CR
chapters began hosting radio programs, making CDs and
video productions, held film festivals, spoke in classrooms,
on TV news, in churches and “virtually anywhere people
are interested in learning” about the PIC. In tandem with
these two processes integral to promulgating a mass
abolitionist movement, Critical Resistance emphasized
their conference model of organizing.
Over the span of ten years, the organization used these large
national and regional gatherings to “connect people and
organizations, to birth local CR chapters, to build powerful
lasting coalitions, to gather information on local and
regional needs and efforts and most significantly, to build
the movement by both initiating and supporting existing
grassroots organizing efforts against the PIC across the
country.” Yet what has yet to be properly accounted for is the
broader terrain of conference-based abolitionist organizing
that was taking shape and making place during this very
same period. Accompanying and always in some sort of
relation to CR’s landmark conferences came an outpouring
of convergences responding to the prison crisis, from
major international convenings like The International
Conferences on Penal Abolition (ICOPA) to continental
gatherings of the North American Anarchist Black Cross
Network (ABCN), the Anarchist Black Cross Federation
(ABCF), and other political prisoner/POW solidarity groups.
One case in point is the Jericho ‘98 March, an attempt to
galvanize and bring together activists from throughout
the United States whose work was centrally the fight for
“Amnesty and Freedom for All Political Prisoners.” The ’98
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March was more of a convergence than a traditional march,
which eventuated in a public gathering that allowed for new
connections between prison activists to be made. The initial
call for proposals reads: “With Jericho `98 we are pushing for
the admission on the part of the United States’ government
that our political prisoners and prisoners of war do exist
inside the prisons of the United States. We are pushing
for recognition in the international arena and therefore
changing how the world views our liberation struggles
inside the belly of the beast.” Hundreds of people met and
spent the day in the streets of New York city to march, share
resources and information, and listen powerful speakers,
including Dennis Banks, Chokwe Lumumba, numerous
members of PP/POW defense committee’s, and CRcofounder Angela Y. Davis among many others.
One of the most notable of these turn of the century
abolitionist convenings was “Break the Chains,” a multi-day
conference organized in 2003 by the Anarchist Prisoner
Legal Aid Network (APLAN), a number of ABC formations,
and the Break the Chains crew. Conference speakers
included experienced radical prison activists like Rita
“Bo” Brown, Safiya Bakari, Chrystos, Ward Churchill, John
“Splitting the Sky” Hill, Matt Hart, Paulette d’Auteuil, Ed
Mead, Claude Marks, Stormy Ogden, Laura Whitehorn,
Vikki Law, Anthony Rayson, Mary Martinez Wenzel,
Brigette Sarabi, Peter Urban, Sailor Holladay, Tommy
Escarcega, and Nora Callahan. The event’s program
contained solidarity statements from Sara Jane Olson,
Jeffrey Free Luers, Jalil Muntaqim, John Two-Names,
and formations like the International Platform Against
Isolation and the Barrio Defense Committee. A year before
“Break the Chains,” we see further that the North American
ABC Network hosts its first major conference gathering in
Austin, Texas. Other convenings of the ABCN would emerge
over the next decade, such as in Chicago in 2006.
In fact, it was in a reflection on his experiences at the
first ABCN conference that former political prisoner and
anarchist community organizer Lorenzo Kom’boa Ervin
made his famous call to form a United Prison Movement,
the likes of which has not yet been fully realized or
achieved: “Coming in, I made it clear that I was only
interested in a broader based Anarchist Black Cross as a
viable movement in the United States, and saw the ABCN as
a large part of that. I pointed out that I still supported the
entire international ABC movement, even tendencies like
the ABC Federation, that the leadership of this ABCN group
might be opposed to. In fact, I would like to see a United
Prison Front of both ABCN, ABCF, Critical Resistance, and
all of the contemporary groups supporting prisoners and
fighting racism, as well as Black/POC, women, Queer and
other liberation groups, but of course that has to be your
decision.” Contemporary abolitionists might do well to
return to a few of these historic calls for solidarity amongst
all opponents of the carceral state and prison industrial
complex.
That INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence held their
first “Color of Violence” conference just two years after CR
is no coincidence, inspired in large part by both positive
aspects and elements lacking in the ‘98 convening. Two
more Color of Violence conferences were to follow that
decade: “Building A Movement” held in Chicago (2002) and
“Stopping the War on Women of Color” in New Orleans
(2005). (Recently, in 2015 a fourth “Beyond the State:
Inciting Transformative Possibilities” was organized.) Each
conference was framed by obstinately abolitionist antiviolence objectives, bringing more and more abolitionists
into the fight against interpersonal violence and more
and more anti-violence organizers into the movement to
abolish the prison industrial complex. The stakes for these
conferences were organized “primarily for a small group
of impassioned women of color activists who were fed up
with existing organizations that couldn’t (or wouldn’t)
address violence faced by women of color. They wanted to
understand and actively confront violence while placing
women of color at the center.” Andrea Smith as early as 1999,
in an interview following the ’98 CR convening, notes how
a desire was invoked by numerous participants for a more
intentional approach to addressing interpersonal power
relations (specifically gender-based violence) if there were
to be future meetings. The “Color of Violence” conferences
were certainly in part a culmination of this urgent desire.
In between these conferences, in 2004, INCITE! also led
an organizing effort to hold another landmark conference:
“The Revolution Will Not Be Funded: Beyond The NonProfit Industrial Complex” at UC Santa Barbara. This
conference brought activists together to discuss the effects
of the Non-Profitization of the U.S. Left and progressive
“global North” progressive movement more generally,
producing an analysis how organizations since the 1970s
have become increasingly entangled in the economic and
legal machinery of capital, corporate governance, and
private philanthropy. Looking back in the archives of this
period one gets a sense of how thrilling it must have been
as an attendee of these paradigm-shifting convergences. On
that note, the 2006 conference “Transforming Justice” is
another historic landmark that should be highlighted, most
especially in terms of shaping the contemporary public
discussion around the oppression of trans and gendernonconforming people imprisoned by the United States
government. Transforming Justice, as its lead-organizers
note, was the “first-ever national gathering of LGBTIQQ
former prisoners, activists, attorneys, and community
members” to meet together and “develop national priorities
towards ending the criminalization and imprisonment
of transgender communities.” It is noted by conference
organizers to be the first ever gathering of its kind in scale
of participation, but also the first to do so in an explicitly
abolitionist framework.
In the months following the recent 2018 National Prison
Strike, there has been a noticeable upturn in the number of
abolitionists demanding a greater convergence of peoples,
forces, and resources within the movement to abolish the
U.S. prison industrial complex. It may be because I’m the
one posing the question, and certainly there is good reason
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There is also no promise that the organizers of the
conference, who likely have the capital to mobilize and
provide services for mass numbers of participants, don’t
turn out to be elitist or authoritarian snobs. In the case of
any human gathering, there are issues of power dynamics
that also must be considered; those issues that always seem
to plague activist environments when a more privileged
sector enters into a community whom they are not yet used
to following the leadership of, or even co-struggling with.
But still it’s exciting and meaningful to stress that people
are interested in some sort of big convening (convenings?)
as early as this Summer—even if only regionally, by
neighborhood, block by block. Survived and Punished
just recently held a national gathering in New York City,
and Fight Toxic Prisons just hosted something of the sort
in Florida this Summer. The work is already in motion,
now is the perfect time to plug in. There are so many great
organizations who offer examples to follow, so now is the
time to build upon this record of people’s revolt and learn
from the lessons already embedded within the abolitionist
organizing tradition.
While the stakes and needs that give rise to this demand for
convergence clearly differ across persons, organizations,
and regions, what is regularly indicated by most abolitionists
is a delight in the intrigue or opportunity to convene the
various networks, mass organizations, and smaller groups
interested PIC abolitionist work face to face; to infuse the
experiments of new and emerging organizers with the
lessons of more the experienced and historically conscious;
to meld together ideologically diverging tendencies into
a vast and indestructible confluence of anti-carceral
struggles for human liberation. The belief, it appears, is that
movements struggling for revolutionary transformation
are sustained, and their future trajectories given coherence
and clarity, in the process of taking up space and seizing
time in manufactured zones of convergence. The hosting of
large public conference gatherings has, in recent memory,
consistently been providing one of such zones.
It is also clear—at least in my mind—that conferences are not
only a thing that “free-world” activists do, merely collecting
statements or struggling to traffic a prisoner’s voice into a
gathering of outside activists but can be self-organized by
prisoners in every gulag around the country. How about a
conference held in every space where collective discussion
in the gulags is willed into existence and made possible by
inside organizing throughout this wretched settler colony?
How about a multiplification of convergences within the
belly of the beast to convene and reframe the “Agreement
to End All Hostilities” as a revolutionary gang truce? How
about in tandem with outside gatherings there were also
self-organized prisoner convenings? Could these not be
amplified by imprisoned comrades who are smart with
technology and social media? How about we organize a
few big regional convergences right outside some prisons
across the country, make a spectacle of this atrocity prison
crisis since everything else in this god-awful fascist hell
hole seems to be concealed under the blinders of white
supremacist American reason.
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Afterword:
Abolishing Policing
in Oakland

reminder for me of the power of educating and organizing
with those most impacted. Working with the guys who
were listed on the injunctions was not only powerful for
our community in the Fruitvale, it lead to the creation of
an organization led by invigorated and motivated youth
organizers. It also led to the building of new leaders as
the guys who were listed on the injunctions saw that they
were backed by the whole community.

ismantle, change, build,” is a refrain that briefly
“D
describes Critical Resistance’s abolitionist
praxis. To us, abolition is a long-term vision as well

Though there were many more lessons, one other
lesson I want to highlight was the strength of having
a multi-pronged strategy. Our grassroots organizing,
legal and media work led to Oakland being the first city
in the country to defeat a gang injunction and it allowed
services to be provided to the guys on the list while never
compromising our message and larger goal to remove
the injunctions completely.

by Critical ResistanceOakland

as a practical strategy that can be applied in the day
to day work of organizing—and winning—campaigns
in our communities. We are a national organization,
but the work of dismantling, changing, and building
happens locally through our chapters. From 2010 to
2015, Critical-Resistance-Oakland worked with the Stop
the Injunctions Coalition (STIC) to fight the use of gang
injunctions across the city. We worked with over a dozen
other groups to resist the criminalization of Black and
brown communities and demand self-determination
and reinvestment in their well-being instead. Through
a multi-pronged abolitionist strategy, STIC successfully
made Oakland the first city in the country to completely
end the use of gang injunctions as a policing tactic.
Critical Resistance-Oakland is currently compiling
responses from organizers in STIC as a way to share
strategies about what has happened since the victory
and to critically reflect on the work. In the interviews
that follow, STIC organizers share their experiences
and lessons from this historic campaign against racist
policing. In particular, we wanted to hear how they saw
a campaign against one aspect of the prison industrial
complex (PIC) illustrate the vision and practice of
abolition. The organizers point out that STIC was not
an isolated campaign, but rather built upon the power
of past work against the criminalization of youth and
parallel struggles against solitary confinement in
the prison system. Also running deep through the
organizations involved and Oakland itself is the legacy
of the Black Panther Party, whose revolutionary vision
called for resisting the oppression of Black communities
and self-determination. STIC continued the resistance
to state repression of communities that dare to organize
by invoking Oakland’s lineage of radical liberation
movements.
This work is far from over. Since the very last gang
injunctions were taken off the books in 2015, antipolicing work has only grown stronger in Oakland. The
coalition’s strategy of demanding an end to policing as
well as a reinvestment in communities created a genuine
space for healing and well-being in anti-policing work.
This grew into new organizations like Communities
United for Restorative Youth Justice (CURYJ) and projects
like the Fruitvale community garden. Critical ResistanceOakland also launched the Oakland Power Projects in
2014, which worked with community members who
were impacted by the gang injunctions to further build
community power and well-being without relying on
the police. The Oakland Power Projects has worked
with health-care providers to develop workshops and
toolkits for building community power to intervene in
health crises without police and 911. Additionally, we
created a workshop called the “Abolition of Policing” to
continue popular education around strategies to make
PIC abolition a reality. As we continue organizing against
policing, prisons, and surveillance in the Bay Area, it is
crucial to remember and learn from the fight against
gang injunctions.

Sagnicthe Salazar (SS): One huge lesson that I learned
from the work with STIC was the connection between
policing, prisons and gentrification. In gentrifying
neighborhoods, increased policing has become a
prerequisite to either lock up or scare off a population
and gang injunctions are used as tool to this end. It was
also really clear how certain communities get demonized
and dehumanized as a way to build up rhetoric to justify
the need for increased policing. Fear and the false sense
of safety that police and prisons create for some people
have allowed cops the license to operate inhumanely and
disrupt entire communities. This narrative of fear and
lack of safety is never backed up by the actual dynamics
on the ground. For example, in Oakland youth crime has
decreased tremendously, yet there continues to be fear
mongering around street violence and scapegoating
of youth of color to justify increased policing and other
repressive tactics like curfews.
Critical Resistance

ABO Comix has donated 10 copies
of the “ABO Comix Volume 2” to
distribute to the readers of The
Abolitionist. We will send a copy
to the first 10 people that write
Critical Resistance to request a
copy. See our address on PAGE 1.

ABO Comix is a collective of creators and activists who
work to amplify the voices of LGBTQ prisoners through
art. They just released their second anthology of comics
by currently incarcerated queer and transgender artists
detailing life on the inside. The anthology features
comics from many Volume 1 contributors, as well as
new artists. The collection is a raw, authentic look into
prison life from a queer perspective and highlights both
accomplished cartoonists and first-time doodlers in
an effort to amplify the voices of all LGBTQ prisoners.

Critical Resistance-Oakland (CR): What did you learn
from STIC about the ways the PIC operates and the ways
it could be resisted?

Chance Grable

Proceeds from this anthology go back to the contributors
so that they can access commissary and gender affirming
items, healthcare, and legal support.

Though I already knew the power of centering and lifting
up the voices of those most impacted, it was definitely a

Woods Ervin (WE): Part of doing work with STIC
was learning about the history of policing and the
targeting of street orgs/gangs as part of validating police
expansion. I learned about the sinister use of city civil
court orders for the purpose of targeting Black and
brown communities—removing one’s right to legal
representation. Also, I learned a tremendous amount
about the gang validation process—the ways that almost
any combination of attributes can arbitrarily get you
validated without virtually any recourse—as well as the
increased likelihood of imprisonment with police contact
and penalties while in prison because of said validation.

Dignidad Rebelde

not to have one. Conferences are thought of by many to
be a drain on resources, energy, and time. The back story
to each CR conference involved significant resources and
travel, labor, and energy that took organizers across the
country developing the foundations for a convergence
to even be fathomable or tangible possibility. The 10th
anniversary conference, Herzing notes, involved a group
of core organizers of approx. 100 people and thousands of
volunteers across the country. “The goals of the conference
were explicitly about assessing” the landscape and terrain
of abolitionist work. There were hundred and eighty-five
sessions over two days, two plenaries, nine performances,
17 films art show installations, info tables, etc. 9000 free
meals were served in the open air to anyone who wanted
them including participants. Carpools were arranged,
housing was subsidized, and travel for 250 people Herzing
notes how the tenth anniversary gathering used “preconferences” or “pre-convenings” that ensured and held
the space accountable to a holistic, radical political vision,
with goals ranging from Indigenous liberation to linking
fights against interpersonal violence and the PIC.

I also learned about the ways in which a city can blanket
a specific geographic area for increased policing and
the impact that this has on communities of color. Gang
injunctions no only affect those names, but everyone
associated with those people within the area of the
injunction. This dramatically increased the likelihood
of community members leaving their neighborhood
because of the experience of intensified policing.
Unsurprisingly, the boundaries of the North Oakland
Injunction are the exact same boundaries of the touted
“NOBE,” [North Oakland, Berkeley, and Emeryville]
otherwise known as the hippest place to live in the East
Bay. The direct link between policing and gentrification
was made very stark by watching this development
unfold during our fight.
On a more positive note, I learned some powerful
lessons in resistance, definitely via youth organizing. I
learned about the history of Prop 21 in the Bay and the
impact of youth organizing that went into protesting the
passing of this law in California. The legacy of the fight
against Prop 21 meant that there was a strong tradition
organizing for youth self-determination in the Bay Area.
We were able to engage youth as a coalition via multiple
workshops provided in schools and community centers.
The youth then mobilized this information accordingly,
self-organizing walkouts on protest days and becoming a
powerful force when the city proposed a curfew as part of
policing package alongside the gang injunctions.
Lastly, the work that was done by the legal team in
relationship with the community organizers really
helped me to understand the potential for inside-outside
strategy. The attorneys were able to prioritize the needs
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of the co-defendants on the injunction list without
undermining what the coalition was doing, making our
work that much stronger and ensuring that we’d be able
to achieve our goals.

validation within prisons and the implications for the use
of solitary confinement or administrative segregation.
The hunger strikers combatted this narrative of “the
worst of the worst” inside of prison, reclaiming their
own dignity and humanity through their struggle with
the California Department of Corrections. It also served
to reframe who was the true perpetrator of egregious
harms given that these organizers were willing to starve
themselves rather spend any more time enduring
solitary confinement. This politic definitely informed the
communications and organizing work that CR was able
to do in support the strikers and their demands.

JD: The work of STIC really solidified anti-policing work
in Oakland in the wake of the uprisings following the
murder of Oscar Grant. STIC was born in a city that
was already policing resistant, and the strength of our
organizing ensured that this resistance is more targeted
and strategic. The work of STIC also served to solidify
various coalitions or to pave the way for coalition work
that before might not have been possible, specifically the
Stop Urban Shield Coalition and Third World Resistance.
I believe that STIC organizing also paved the way for the
emergence of other formations such as the Anti-Police
Terror Project and OPP. STIC’s organizing made it clear
that Oakland residents were ready and willing to resist
policing by building their skills and tools so that calling
the cops is not the default response to harm.

Jay Donahue (JD): One of the biggest things I learned from
organizing with the Stop the Injunctions Coalition is that
historically the PIC is used to enforce the larger overall
project of social and economic control of people of color,
poor people, queer people and others. Gang suppression
tactics began to be used heavily in the 1980s to target
street organizations that are ultimately the descendants
of radical Third World Left organizations of the 1960s
and 70s. The 1980s saw a confluence of government JD: I think the coalition overall and Critical Resistance
disinvestment in social and economic programs, the more specifically really pushed to maintain abolitionist
systematic movement of drugs
Jay
Donahue
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Critical
into urban areas (sometimes
Resistance as a member of the
directly related to US foreign
Oakland chapter in 2007 and has
policy), and continued repression
fought the violence of policing
of Third World Left movements
and imprisonment through local
for self-determination. It was this
campaigns and coalitions such as
confluence that set the stage for
the Prisoner Hunger Strike Solidarity
the war on gangs, which was really
Coalition and the Bay Area Committee
another era of the war on the selfto
Stop
Political
Repression.
determination of people of color.
He participated in the Stop the
We can draw parallels from how
Injunctions Campaign by supporting
gang injunctions work in cities
media and communications work. Jay
like Oakland and Los Angeles,
currently lives in Geneva, NY.
particularly when we look at the
Woods Ervin is a black genderqueer
geographic locations targeted for
trans
person
and
organizer.
injunctions. In the case of the North
Woods is currently doing active
Oakland injunction, a historically
work to dismantle the prison
black neighborhood was being
industrial complex and come up
targeted for gentrification. The
with transformative practices for
injunction was a way to make living
addressing legacies of community
in that area untenable for Black
and systemic harm with the TGI
people and to further push out that
Justice Project and Critical Resistance.
community. The city also knew
Woods uses they/them pronouns.
that because of years of repression
and targeting that there was a
Sagnicthe
Salazar is a first
generation undocumented migrant
lack of community organizing
Xicana from East Oakland by
infrastructure
and
political
way of Guadalajara, Jalisco. He
power in those neighborhoods. Youth members of the Stop the Injunctions Coalition shut down the intersection of Broadway and 14th in Oakland, CA
is a grassroots organizer and
Similarly, the San Antonio and
Fruitvale neighborhoods where the East Oakland gang strategies as part of this campaign. First, we resisted educator who has dedicated the last 18 years of his
injunction was placed were also being targeted for the pitting of one group of people who were named on life to organizing for cultural, educational, work and
human rights of Raza communities and communities
gentrification. However, there is a long history of strong the injunctions against another. This happens often in throughout. He organizes with Xicana Moratorium
community organizing and cultural resistance in these struggles against the PIC where one group of people is Coalition developing Xicana change agents and
neighborhoods, which I believe the city underestimated. “bad” and deserves the punishment the state is seeking building with different communities through various
and the other is “good” and deserves to be spared this coalition work. He was the Dean of Restorative
I also learned, or rather it was reinforced, that because punishment. This showed up in the injunctions struggle Discipline and School Culture at Castlemont High
the PIC has many tentacles that reach into every aspect as the city and the courts attempted to differentiate School and now the Director of Restorative Discipline
of our lives, there are many places to attack the PIC and between people they believed to be truly part of a gang at Elmhurts Community Prep in East Oakland.
many ways to fight. I think we saw this quite clearly in and those who were falsely accused. We worked to turn
the three pronged strategy that STIC employed. We had this false and divisive framework on its head by bringing
a grassroots strategy that used mobilizations, art and all of the named people to the organizing table while
ATTN MASSACHUSETTS:
culture and work with youth as tactics. We had a media simultaneously providing historical and current local
strategy that sought to both lift up the voices of those context for the emergence of street organizations in
LAUNCH OF A FREE BOOK PROGRAM
most impacted by the injunctions (those named and their Oakland. Additionally, we sought to center the messaging
Based in Framingham, Massachusetts, Books
family members) and to bring the language that we were for the campaign around the fact that injunctions are
Through Bars MA is a new abolitionist group that
using around the injunctions into the mainstream (for attacks on communities of color and youth of color.
intends to supply prisoners in Massachusetts with
instance, the use of the word “controversial” to describe
free books, educational materials, and zines that they
the otherwise lauded injunctions). Finally, we had a We also pursued abolitionist reforms to the injunctions
request. By providing our incarcerated comrades
legal strategy that worked to get people named in the in the face of resistance by the city to ending them
with reading material, we hope to ease some of the
injunction off the list and also understood its limitations altogether. An example of this was getting the city to
suffering experienced on a day to day basis, while
in the face of organizing against the PIC.
remove the use of “John Does” from the injunctions.
also raising critical awareness about the historical
The “John Does” were used as place holders to allow the
and contemporary violence inflicted by and through
CR: How did PIC abolition inform your work during the city to add more people to the injunctions down the line.
the prison industrial complex.
campaign and after?
This was huge victory. Finally, I think we recognized that
abolishing the PIC and even incremental steps towards
If you are interested in receiving books, please mail
SS: We read in books how the demonization population that goal are a long haul struggle. It took years of active
a request letter to:
allows for the creation of policies that lead to mass campaigning to achieve the final victory of ending gang
incarceration often without any factual data. The gang injunctions in Oakland.
Books Through Bars MA
injunctions showed me how this works in real time and
PO Box 2115
real life. Many of the guys on the gang injunction list who CR: How do you see STIC’s anti-policing work to be part
Framingham, MA 01703
were deemed the toughest criminals were often never of ongoing liberation struggles in Oakland?
even in gangs and had simply been born in the “wrong
In the letter, please include:
neighborhood.” The reality was that we knew and grew up SS: I think the work of STIC led to the creation of strong
•
First and Last Name
with the men that were named on that list. Many of them alliances around anti-policing work, abolition, and work
were squares with minor offenses and or who had been to support home grown solutions. These alliances have
•
ID Number
pushed out of Oakland schools. Yet, the gang injunctions continued to strengthen work around gentrification—
•
Unit Name
were creating the story that if we locked these folks up building on solutions like community gardens,
our communities would be safer.
community response, safety models, and the work
•
Name and Address of Correctional Facility
against the militarization of cops.
We know what jails do to our fold. We know that policing
You can request specific titles or just let us know your
and jails only bring more trauma and violence to our The success of this campaign and the lessons learned has
general areas of interest. We will do our absolute
community. Our work in this campaign was also about served to strengthen our ongoing work in the city and
best to fulfill your request!
educating our community not only about the injunctions has created model to follow in other campaigns where
and about the lies that they had sold our community, but we want to serve the people without compromising our
also about the actual impact of policing and prisons.
values and larger goals.

WE: I learned about how the city and country targets
those they identify as gang members, labelling them as
the “worst of the worst” and deserving of an extra layer of
policing, thereby validating the existence and expansion
of the PIC.
PIC abolition demands that we imagine a world without
punishment—meaning that even those deemed the
“worst of the worst” require a community to think
expansively about who makes is part of our communities,
what are root causes of harm that need to be addressed,
and a community member’s capacity to transform and
change after engaging in harm. This politic urges us to
do our strongest organizing to reveal the PIC as an agent
engaging in massive perpetual harm for the purposes of
maintaining the socio-economic status quo.
This came into play during the same time period when
the 2011 hunger strikes were launched by the organizers
at Pelican Bay. The gang suppression tactics used by
cops on the streets are intrinsically connected to gang
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The success of STIC also led to the creation of
Communities United for Restorative Youth Justice
(CURYJ) which is an organization that employs gang
impacted youth to do anti-violence work and is led by
people who were named on the Oakland gang injunctions
and were politicized by that campaign. This organization
is still around today and continues the work around
education and organizing to heal our communities and
battle the PIC in its different forms.
WE: There are two ways that the legacy of STIC lives on
within CR. First, with our organizing in the Stop Urban
Shield Coalition. Through both of these campaigns
we have been able to articulate the negative impact
of policing on communities of color—whether it be
everyday policing or militarize policing—and the way
that scapegoating and fear-mongering is mobilized to
expand police powers.
Also the anti-policing work of STIC lives on through
the Oakland Power Projects (OPP). Part of the project’s
initial development was formed by interviewing allies
from STIC in order determine strategies to address the
ongoing needs of Oakland communities while eroding
the power of policing. This dreaming and scheming with
STIC allies helped to shape OPP, which supports people
to end their reliance on policing while simultaneously
building resources that actually keep communities safe,
healthy, and whole.

The Abolitionist

El Tedana

With the guys on the list and other community, a
central strategy in our campaign was to show to our own
community that we already have solutions that do not
include prisons or cops and what those solutions look
like. Through block parties, murals, and responding
to instances of violence on the street, we were able to
galvanize community around the importance of our own
solutions and the dangers of relying on the police.
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